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Abstract

This paper evaluates a novel approach to tackling the adverse effects of

stigma and discrimination: a focus on reshaping attitudes and beliefs of the

discriminated about themselves, i.e. their self-image. Using a randomized

field experiment with sex workers in Kolkata (India), we study the impact

of a psychological training program designed to mitigate the adverse impacts

of discrimination using such an approach. We find positive and significant

impacts on self-image, on future-oriented savings and health choices, as well

as on related savings outcomes fifteen months after the program. We outline

a framework to show how the adverse effects of stigma and discrimination on

a person’s self-image can lead to sub-optimal choices, and how interventions

of the kind we evaluate are an effective tool to tackle this challenge.
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1 Introduction

Over the last couple of decades, a rich literature in economics and the other so-

cial sciences has provided clear and convincing evidence of discrimination in various

contexts.1 Notwithstanding this rich evidence, what is less clear is the set of ef-

fective solutions to tackle this issue. The approaches tried so far fall in two broad

categories. The first approach seeks to change access to opportunities among those

discriminated against. This includes measures such as affirmative action policies

and legal recourse against proven discrimination. The second approach seeks to

change attitudes towards discrimination. Here, the focus has largely been on the

prejudiced rather than those who are the objects of prejudice.2 Yet, focusing on the

latter could be a useful approach too, for several reasons.

For one, the stubborn persistence of discrimination suggests that adopting a

multi-pronged approach to fighting it is warranted as it may not always be easy to

change the attitudes or behaviour of the prejudiced. Second, there is considerable

research evidence that facing ‘discrimination, especially when chronic, harms the

body and the mind’ in multiple ways that worsen health and productivity: poorer

sleep, higher rates of hypertension and a greater risk of cancer, depression and

substance use.3 Reversing such adverse health impacts would require targeting

solutions towards those who are discriminated against.

In addition, the typical attitude response of a person facing discrimination can

compound the problem by distorting his beliefs about how the world works, or his

place in it. For instance, belonging to a discriminated group can distort a person’s

identity in ways that limit the set of actions and choices perceived as appropriate

for him (?). He could have a “self-fulfilling pessimism about the returns to effort

for certain activities” and hence fail to persevere with them (?). In more extreme

cases, facing stigma and discrimination can adversely affect a person’s beliefs about

himself and/or his attributes, i.e. his self-image (?).4 Such abilities to persevere in

the face of challenges and to maintain a positive view of oneself has been shown to be

essential ‘non-cognitive’ skills crucial for life success.5 On the down side, a self-image

1See ? for a review of the experimental evidence on this issue. They describe discrimination
as cases where “members of a minority group (women, Blacks, Muslims, immigrants, etc.) are
treated differentially (less favourably) than members of a majority group with otherwise identical
characteristics in similar circumstances.”

2Some examples of such work within economics include (???). See ? for a review of the extensive
psychology literature in this area.

3See New York Times article dated Jun 8, 2017 “How Prejudice Can Harm Your Health.” For
evidence from the medical literature, see ??.

4As the sociologist Erving Goffman points out in his classic work on stigma, “[t]hose who have
dealings with [the stigmatized individual] fail to accord him respect and regard ...; he echoes this
denial by finding that some of his own attributes warrant it”.

5We refer to the influential body of work by James Heckman, Angela Duckworth and others –
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diminished by stigma can lead to sub-optimal choices.6 Finally, sub-optimal efforts

and choices derived from such distorted beliefs may then serve to justify statistical

discrimination, thereby leading to a vicious cycle. This may also reduce support for

initiatives such as affirmative action measures to tackle discrimination.

In this paper, we evaluate a psychological intervention that aims to mitigate the

adverse effects of stigma and discrimination on individual choices, by reshaping the

self-image of those who face it. Our study population is a group that faces these

adversities very acutely: sex workers in India. Owing to strong social prejudice

against their profession, they find it difficult to access credit and healthcare, to

enrol their children in local schools, etc. What they endure is reminiscent of the

experience of people of colour in the US in terms of access to housing, schools,

hospitals or other public spaces – and in both cases, prejudice runs much deeper

than market discrimination (?).7 Sex workers in India are socially segregated and

since most of them are women, they are also subject to gender bias that is widespread

in Indian society. They seem to internalize this stigma to a considerable degree, and

suffer from a poor self-image. The words of one of our program participants echo

the feelings of helplessness and despair that ? describes. As she put it: “I have lost

everything...(and) ended up in these blind alleys [only to] face torture and society’s

contempt.”

The intervention we evaluate consisted of a training program that engaged sex

workers to re-examine their self-image in multiple ways. It began with their in-

dividual identity as sex-workers: Could they perceive what they do as providing

entertainment, and hence themselves as entertainment workers? Do they regard

themselves as people who do an honest day’s work to earn their living? If so, aren’t

they morally superior to a thief? The intervention then also tried to recast their

collective self-image in a more positive light. For this, it used the case of a cooper-

ative savings bank for sex-workers that was set up through their joint initiative, as

an example of their collective power. The program used this basic building block

of a positively recast self-image, individual and collective, to then suggest pathways

involving directed and perseverant efforts towards better life outcomes. The train-

see, for instance, ?, and an OECD report by T. Kautz, J. J. Heckman, R. Diris, B. ter Weel and
L. Borghans (2014), and the references therein.

6There is evidence that a sense of stigma may underlie certain self-defeating choices of marginal-
ized groups – from the non-take up of benefits that people may be eligible for under government
programs (??) to a reluctance to open and use bank accounts for savings and daily transactions
(?). In the theoretical economics literature, see ? and ? on self-image and sub-optimal choices.

7As ? writes “These black ghetto dwellers are a people apart, susceptible to stereotyping, ...
isolated socially, experiencing an internalized sense of helplessness and despair ... They suffer a
stigmatized pariah status.” In the Indian context, people of low caste also endure similar stigma
and discrimination. A common thread underlying the experience of such minority groups in dif-
ferent contexts is the notion of ‘purity and pollution’ of the majority group through inter-group
interactions (?).
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ing program was developed and conducted by our local partner Durbar, an NGO

in Kolkata that has been working for the welfare of sex workers in eastern India

for the past 25 years. It consisted of 8 weekly sessions in the form of discussions

among groups of 15-20 sex workers, and was led by experienced associates of the

NGO. Given the content of the program, our evaluation examined its impact both

on the self-image of participating sex-workers and on actions that affect their future

life outcomes.

We find strong and significantly positive effects of the training program on self-

reported measures of self-image. Endline comparisons indicate that relative to the

control group, sex workers assigned to the treatment group fared significantly better

on every dimension of self-image that we study: a lower sense of shame about their

occupation, higher self-worth, greater ability to face challenges and greater ease in

public interaction. The treatment group was also more likely to report being happy.

Estimates of the above measures using both difference-in-differences and ANCOVA

approaches also yield program effect sizes of similar magnitudes.

Second, we also find a positive impact of the program on actions that affect

future outcomes, reflected in participants’ savings choices.8 Sex workers from both

the treatment and control groups were offered weekly opportunities over the 8 weeks

of the program, to pick how they wanted to receive a small transfer of Rs. 100

(approximately $1.57): either as an injection into a current account or invested in

one of two fixed deposit options. We find that sex workers assigned to the treatment

group were 25-50 percentage points more likely to save for the future, by putting the

amount they received each week into a fixed deposit, rather than a current account

with a lower interest rate.

An important point to note about the design of our savings options is that,

unlike with standard commitment products, sex workers did not face any penalty

for breaking their fixed deposit investment; they simply obtained the lower rate of

return offered on current account balances. Hence, in order to maximize financial

returns, it was always optimal to choose the fixed deposit – even if a sex worker

expected that she may break it later. Despite this, we find that in the early stages

of the training program, similar fractions of sex workers in both the treatment and the

control groups chose the present-oriented option (current account). However, over

the course of the program, a clear divergence emerged, with a significantly higher

proportion of sex workers in the treatment group switching to the future-oriented

option (fixed deposit). What could account for this divergence? It is unlikely to be

8Our decision to focus on savings (and, as discussed later, health) behaviour is based on their
importance to sex workers’ welfare, feasibility of obtaining credible, objective measures of behaviour
within our specific context, and cost considerations. It is possible that there are behaviours other
than future-oriented actions that are affected by changes in self-image.
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driven by treated sex workers becoming more aware of their self-control issues due to

the program, and hence choosing the fixed deposit option as a commitment device

to save more (?). After all, there was no penalty for breaking the fixed deposit;

hence it could not be a credible commitment device any way.

We also consider several other possible alternative explanations for our savings

choice findings, including differences in prior financial experience/literacy between

treatment and control groups, their trust in the NGO or in their access to infor-

mation. We do not find much evidence in support of any of these mechanisms (see

section 6.1 for further details).

One possible reason for these findings could be that the experimenters may have

provided sex workers in the treatment group with better information about the

savings options or nudged them towards the longer-term savings options, even if

not consciously so. To allay this concern, we consider survey evidence on another

action that is especially important for sex workers long-term well-being, which was

not mentioned or discussed at any stage of the training program: preventive health

behaviour. Preventive health and savings choices share one important feature that

is relevant in this context: both of them involve recurrent and persistent efforts in

the present, for delayed reward. We find that relative to the control group, sex

workers in the treatment group were on average 9 percentage points more likely to

report having visited a doctor (in a Durbar-run clinic) for a routine check-up in

the previous month. This is quite remarkable, given the high baseline level of such

doctor visits in this sample (79%) and the fact that health decisions were never

discussed in the program.9

Finally, a common concern with psychological interventions is that their effects

may be purely short term, with no lasting impact. It is therefore encouraging that

we also find positive impacts on related savings outcomes of the treatment group

fifteen months after the program ended. Participants in the treatment group were

more likely to have kept their program accounts open and to have higher balances

in them. Overall, we see a clear positive impact of the training program both on

self-image of the sex workers as well as on purposive actions taken by them towards

better future financial and health outcomes.

How well can our findings about sex workers’ savings choices be explained us-

ing a rational choice framework? As pointed out above, if utility depended upon

investment returns alone, the rational savings choice would have been to invest in

the higher return fixed deposit option always. But this is not what we find. In

the final section of the paper, we therefore sketch out a stylized model to interpret

our empirical findings. Following ?, we assume that individual utility is a function

9Such increase in doctor visits does not appear to be ‘need-based’: sex workers in the treatment
group did not service more clients following exposure to the training program.
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not just of material returns from investment, but also another component based on

self-image: expected success/failure at being able to persist with the investment, to

maturity. Facing discrimination lowers a person’s beliefs about this ability; it also

makes her care more about such success (or failure), relative to the material returns.

We show that this may lead to sub-optimal investment choices because of a ‘fear of

failure’ to persist with the investment. However, when her self-image is adequately

restored, the perceived threat of such failure weighs less heavily and leads to bet-

ter decisions. Having considered several plausible alternatives, we believe that this

is the most likely explanation for the observed differences in the behaviour of the

treatment group sex workers, relative to the control group.10

Our paper makes three key contributions. First, it shifts the focus from doc-

umenting the existence of discrimination to thinking about effective interventions

to mitigate its adverse effects.11 Second, our paper considers a fresh approach to

tackling the challenges of discrimination, by psychologically empowering those who

suffer its consequences to contest it.12 Similar interventions based on the literature

on Self-Affirmation cited earlier have been evaluated with regard to challenges faced

by racial minority college students in the U.S.13 However, several other groups face

stigma and discrimination, based on ethnicity, gender, caste or even poverty.14 The

effectiveness of similar interventions in alleviating the effects of discrimination on

these and other groups has not been examined. Our findings attempts to address

this lacuna.

Finally, our paper fills an important gap by providing among the first random-

ized evaluations of such psychological interventions in a developing country setting.

Recent work in psychology has lamented the lack of rigorous evidence on which psy-

chological interventions are effective in dealing with challenging life experiences (?).

Further, ? point out the great need for such evaluations, especially in the context of

developing countries. Our study fills a gap on both these counts. The only other such

10The mechanism outlined here, as well as the approach of the training program we evaluate,
fits well with the psychology literature on Self-Affirmation, which studies how an inadequate self-
image affects individual behaviour(see ? for a review). A related literature on stereotype threat
(?) describes the effects of discrimination on productivity and performance.

11As ?’s review of the experimental evidence on discrimination concludes “...while field experi-
ments in the last decade have been instrumental in documenting the prevalence of discrimination,
field experiments in the future decade should aim to play as large of a role in isolating effective
methods to combat it.”

12In spirit, it shares some common ground with the recent book, ‘Lean in’ (?), which suggests
how women, the objects of gender discrimination in the work place, can make active attitudinal
changes to mitigate its adverse impact on their professional success.

13For U.S. based evaluations of Self-Affirmation interventions in the context of health and edu-
cation among racial minorities, see for instance ??.

14As Adam Smith observed in The Theory of Moral Sentiments: “[T]he reason poverty causes
pain is not just because it can leave people feeling hungry, cold and sick, but because it is associated
with unfavourable regard...the poor man...is ashamed of his poverty.”
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work we are aware of is a recent paper by ? that combines cash incentives with psy-

chological interventions (based on cognitive behavioural therapy) to combat crime

in Liberia.15 As in their work, our study shows that psychological/non-cognitive

skills remain malleable in adulthood, with positive implications for the choices and

life outcomes of those who are marginalized in society.16 The content of the train-

ing program we evaluate is unique in its exclusive focus on mitigating psychological

constraints as a way to improve economic choices in this group. It does not seek to

reshape the aspirations of program participants or suggest alternative occupations

or economic opportunities to them.17 Our approach is also in contrast to several

recent initiatives that focus on relaxing material resource constraints through skill

training and provision of capital.18

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description

of the setting of our study. Section 3 details the training content and experimental

design while Section 4 describes the data and evaluation methods. Sections 5 and 6

presents our main empirical findings while Section 7 discusses the medium-term re-

sults. Section 8 sketches out a conceptual framework to help interpret our empirical

findings. Section 9 concludes.

2 The Setting

According to ?, pp. 271-80, it is estimated that there are between 2 and 3 million

sex workers in India. Sex workers living in brothels, who are the focus of the present

study, are typically engaged in the profession full-time.

The brothel-based sex work industry in Kolkata, the city in eastern India where

our study is located, is estimated to include about 18,000 women located in different

‘red-light’ areas across the city (?). While the largest of these areas in terms of size

is Sonagachi, with an estimated population of around 4,000-6,000 prostitutes (??),

our three study localities of Bowbazar, Kalighat and Chetla are more medium-range

in this respect, with a mean of around 500 prostitutes per area.19 A vast majority of

15For rigorous evidence from a US context, see ? on the impact of cognitive behaviour therapy
on adolescent outcomes in Chicago.

16? finds that such skills are more malleable than cognitive skills among adolescents, but there
is less rigorous evidence for this among adults.

17For an intervention focused on reshaping aspirations, see ??. A similar mechanism may underlie
the effect that role models have in re-shaping individual choices and societal attitudes. An example
of this is ?, which describes how soap opera characters impacted fertility choices of young female
viewers in Brazil.

18See ? for a review of these training programs for the poor, as well as ? and ? for such programs
aimed at the ultra-poor. See ? for the evaluation of a self-affirmation intervention on the take up
anti-poverty programs among the poor in the U.S.

19Of the three, Bowbazar is the largest in terms of size and Chetla is the smallest. According to
the NGO Durbar’s census of these 3 areas in 2012, the total number of sex workers in Bowbazar
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the sex workers (approximately 80% in our sample) are migrants from impoverished

rural parts of nearby districts in the state of West Bengal (of which Kolkata is

the capital) or neighbouring countries like Nepal and Bangladesh. Destitution and

coercion are among the most common reasons cited for why women end up in this

profession (?).

Sex work sites in these areas consist of a number of houses that serve as brothels,

as well as small businesses (e.g. liquor shops, food stalls, teashops etc.) that have

grown around these brothels to support sex workers and their clients. Within these

brothels, sex workers live and work under primarily three types of contracts. The

first type of contract is one in which the sex worker pays a fixed rent to the owner for

a room in the brothel and works independently (self-employed). The second type is

one in which the sex worker splits her daily earnings approximately 50:50 with the

owner in return for lodging and use of room (adhiya). The third is one where the sex

worker (typically very young) effectively works as a bonded labourer to the owner

who has paid a lumpsum amount in advance for her to her family or a trafficker

(chukri). Due to the efforts of the NGO Durbar in the prevention of under-age

prostitution, chukri contracts have almost disappeared from these areas.20 A fourth

type of contract also exists, called a ‘flying’ contract, in which the sex worker is not

resident in the brothel but comes to work there from outside the ‘red-light’ area.

She typically hires a room from the owner of the brothel on a per-hour or per-act

basis to carry out her services.

As is true for sex workers in most parts of the world, sex workers in India are

severely stigmatized owing to their profession. In addition, the ambiguous legal

status of activities related to sex work in India effectively criminalises the profes-

sion.21 Together, these factors contribute to sex workers being routinely discrimi-

nated against in Indian society: e.g. their children are denied admission to govern-

ment schools, they themselves face difficulties in obtaining voter ID cards, accessing

housing and healthcare or opening a bank account (?).

Sex workers in India appear to internalize, to a considerable degree, the stigma

stemming from such discrimination. For example, approximately 62% of the respon-

dents in our baseline survey said they felt ashamed of their occupation. Their sense

of being ‘fallen’ women also leads to undue tolerance of such exploitation, rather

than challenging it. For instance, ? reports her initial surprise when, while talking

to a group of 102 sex workers outside of Delhi, they claimed that they faced no vio-

lence. Further probing revealed that they were not considering being slapped, having

is 621, in Kalighat is 559 and in Chetla is 297.
20In our sample, the percentage of chukri contracts is less than 1%.
21The Indian anti-sex work criminal law, Immoral Traffic Prevention Act, 1956 (ITPA) does

not proscribe sex work per se but penalises specific activities related to commercial sex, such as
soliciting, maintaining a brothel, living off the earnings of prostitution, etc. (?)
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broken bones and even worse acts as violence, simply because their understanding

was that “he (the client) paid for it, so why is it violence?”

Thus, experience of stigma and discrimination leads to low self-image among

these sex workers, that in turn, may induce choices that are self-defeating in the

long term. A sex worker in the Araria district of the neighbouring state of Bihar,

while writing about her efforts to form a self-help group in her red-light area of

Khawaspur, says “I would go to ... the women and ask them to join the group and

begin saving a portion of their earnings. They would say: Why? Our lives are going

to end this way, why should we save?” (?)

The training program offered by the NGO Durbar stems from the premise that

to improve sex workers’ life outcomes, what is needed is a change in their ‘mind

set’ that lets them break free of these negative self-evaluations imposed by stigma

and discrimination. It persuades sex workers to adopt such a change in mindset by

plausibly reshaping their self-image in a positive direction. Based on this foundation

of a positive self-image, the training program also suggests them pathways to take

charge of their future lives.

3 Training Content and Experimental Design

3.1 Training Content

The training program was developed and conducted by our local partner Durbar, an

NGO working with sex workers in Kolkata over the last two decades. The program

consisted of 8 group sessions run over 8 weeks (1 per week), during which experienced

trainers associated with the NGO attempted to reshape sex workers’ impaired self-

image through interactive discussion, verbal persuasion and role-playing.

Given that most sex workers’ current self-image is heavily burdened by their

past experience, the training program began with Session 1 focusing on the need to

reconsider past experiences and modes of thinking, to be able to look to the future.

Session 2, a core building-block of the training program, then built on this theme by

working on re-casting the sex worker’s current self-image. This was done by initiating

a discussion on whether they could look upon themselves as entertainment service

providers, rather than someone performing a morally depraved act, and whether they

could regard themselves as someone trying to make an honest living, hence better

than a thief or dishonest person. It raised comparisons of sex workers with members

of mainstream society, to bring out how they are not any different from them, and

hence equally entitled to lead a fulfilling and dignified life. The discussion aimed

to bring home the point that neither their occupation nor any of their attributes

justified the stigma and discrimination meted out to them in society.
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Based on this foundation of a more positively recast self-image of the partici-

pants, the remaining sessions of the program focused on various pathways to take

positive action to improve their future life outcomes, both at an individual as well

as at a collective level. They did not, however, attempt to ‘orient’ the participants

towards any specific life goals.22 Thus, Session 3 discussed the importance of having

bank savings (as opposed to “keeping money under the mattress”) as a means of

securing their future. As mentioned earlier, sex workers in India typically face sig-

nificant difficulty in accessing formal banks, not only due to the stigma attached to

their profession, but also because they are often unable to provide a certified identity

card, e.g. voter registration card or ration card, needed to open an account. Hence

sex workers are often forced to store money at home and remained vulnerable to it

being stolen or lost. To tackle this problem, Usha Multipurpose Cooperative Soci-

ety (USHA) was established in 1995 as a cooperative bank run by the sex workers

in association with Durbar, and Session 3 focused on championing this landmark

achievement as an excellent example of how sex workers’ belief in their collective

ability to improve their future had successfully brought about positive change. The

session also provided information on various savings options available within USHA.

In order to isolate the ‘pure’ impact of the psychological empowerment aspect of the

training session, it was important to ensure that the treatment group did not have

any informational advantage over the control. So identical information on these

savings options was also provided to the control group at the same time.

Session 4 focused on the issue of violence in the day-to-day lives of these sex

workers. Due to the ambiguous legal status of sex workers in India (as referred to

in Section 2), they are frequently subjected to violence, be it from clients, landlords

or the police etc. The session engaged participants on what constitutes violence

and how to deal with it and/or challenge it. The key point that was emphasized

is that sex workers do not deserve violent treatment just because they are in a

profession that society considers ‘fallen’ or ‘bad’ - something that is again linked to

their self-image (theme of Session 2).

Sessions 5 and 6 emphasized the role of trust, mutual support and organization

among sex workers in improving their collective self-image, taking charge and en-

hancing their shared life outcomes. This was not only with respect to dealing with

issues like violence but also to asserting their legal and political right to greater

social acceptance. Session 7 focused on a discussion about the sex workers’ children,

and the need to instill in them a positive self-image so as to empower them to strive

for a better future. Session 8 summarized the key messages of the entire program.

Every attempt was made to keep the program content authentic, while being

22See ? for evidence on aspirations-driven changes in behaviour induced by programs using
role-models for adults, and ? for children.
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sensitive to the vulnerable state of the participants. Towards this end, the trainers

who conducted the program were members of Durbar with long-standing associations

with the community of sex workers, including a former sex worker herself.

It is to be noted that the training program consciously avoided any discussion

of pathways out of the profession, in the form of encouragement or suggestions on

escape routes. Neither did it provide any information on alternative employment

opportunities. The program focused entirely on boosting sex workers’ psychological

resources while keeping their material conditions (including information, alternative

employment options, etc.) unchanged.

3.2 Experimental Design

Brothels in ‘red-light’ areas of Kolkata are typically located in one to three storey

residential buildings or houses with multiple rooms, where these sex workers live

and work. Thus, they do not fit into the image of neon-lights and women out on

the street, typically associated with such areas in developed countries. In our three

study areas – Kalighat, Bowbazar and Chetla – sex workers are housed across 98

brothels.23 As a first step, eligible sex workers were selected from a complete list of

sex workers living in these three study areas compiled by Durbar in January 2012.

The eligibility criterion was that a sex worker had to be 35 years of age or less at

the time in order to be a participant in the study. This resulted in a sample frame

of 816 sex workers across these 98 brothels, of which 341 lived in Bowbazar, 277 in

Kalighat and 198 in Chetla.24 From this frame, we then randomly sampled 233 in

Bowbazar, 136 in Kalighat and 98 in Chetla, giving us a final baseline sample of 467

surveyed sex workers living in 98 brothels across our three study areas.25

Next, we randomized two-thirds of these brothels (66 out of 98) into treatment

after stratifying by brothel size, as follows. In each area, we first ranked the brothels

according to the number of eligible women. Then we formed groups of three by

putting three consecutive brothels from this ranking in the same triplet. Within

each of these triplets, we randomly selected two brothels to be part of the treatment

23The distribution of brothels by study area is: 45 in Bowbazar, 30 in Kalighat and 23 in Chetla.
24The original sample frame constructed from the list compiled by Durbar in January 2012

consisted of 855 sex workers across the 98 brothels in the three study areas, but 39 sex workers
left Bowbazar between the compilation of the list and the conduct of our baseline survey a few
months later, leaving us with a sample frame of 341 sex workers for Bowbazar. No sex workers left
in either Kalighat and Chetla.

25Our rule of thumb was to randomly select 50% sex workers from Kalighat and Chetla and
100% from Bowbazar to be part of our study. Hence our survey sample in Bowbazar also included
the remaining (randomly selected) 108 eligible but untreated sex workers living in the treatment
brothels, who were included for the purpose of studying spill-over effects of the training program.
Since we do not focus on spill-over effects in this paper, we exclude these sex workers from our
analysis.
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group and one brothel to be part of the control group. All surveyed sex workers in

the treatment brothels were invited to participate in the training program, while the

surveyed sex workers in the control brothels were not. Thus, the treatment group

comprises 264 sex workers, while the control group consists of 203 sex workers.26

Participants in treatment groups gathered in groups of 15-20 in a room for the

training session every week for 8 weeks. Assignment to these groups was random

and included women from multiple brothels. Hence there was random variation in

the fraction of women from a single brothel within each group. Each training session

lasted about one hour, and the same group met in all sessions. All sessions of the

training program were held in a pre-designated venue in each of the three study

areas, except for the last session which was held in an offsite location. Each week’s

training session was led by a different trainer, but within any given week, all groups

were led by the same trainer.

At the end of each of the 8 weekly training sessions, we provided a token payment

of Rs. 100 (approximately 1.57 USD) to all program participants, and offered them

three options on how they could receive this payment:

1. as an injection directly into their current account

2. as a contribution to a fixed deposit

3. as a contribution to a fixed deposit with the participant matching our payment

with an equal amount provided by herself, up to a specified amount limit

The key difference across these three products was in the extent to which they

require future-oriented action from the participants. Product 1 required least future-

orientation. Funds could be withdrawn from the current account at any time. Prod-

uct 2 required some future-orientation since the returns from a fixed deposit were

only available at maturity a year later (i.e. there is a lock-in period of one year).

Product 3 required even more future-orientation given that the participant had to

contribute her own funds over and above what was offered as part of the training,

with the returns from this total investment being only available a year later. The

(annual) interest rates offered differed across these three products: the interest rate

is 8% for the first product, 12% for the second and 15% for the third. An important

design feature of these products was that the participants faced no penalty if they

26This implies that the proportion of treatment individuals in the sample is 264/467=56% rather
than the expected 66%. This is due to the fact that, as explained in the previous footnote, we
excluded 108 sex workers who lived in treated houses but were not invited to the training program.
If these 108 were included then the proportion of treated individuals in our sample would be in
line with our expectation i.e. (264+108)/(467+108)=372/575=65% and that of control individuals
would be 203/575=35%.
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were to break the fixed deposits (Products 2 or 3) midway through the year. They

would simply earn the lower rate of interest as offered on Product 1 (8%).

The participants’ choices across these savings products were recorded at the end

of each weekly training session. It is important to reiterate that these payments and

the same menu of savings product options were offered to all participants in both

the treatment and control groups,27 which allows us to use these savings decisions

as one of the key outcome variables of our analysis (discussed in Section 4.1.2). The

conditions for the treatment and control groups were kept as similar as possible.

Significant care was taken to ensure that both groups had access to exactly the

same factual information about the various savings options within USHA at the

same point in time, i.e. after Session 3.

Moreover, to maintain parity, the control group participants were also required

to meet at the same frequency as the treatment group, i.e. every week (in groups of

approximately 20-25) for 8 weeks, to give us their savings choices.28 Thus, the main

difference between the treatment group and control group meetings was that for the

latter, their choices were not preceded by the weekly training session. This design

feature of regular meetings of the control group enables us to address the potential

concern that any observed difference between the treatment and control groups post

intervention might be driven, not by the training program itself, but by the creation

of opportunities for networking and exchange of ideas that are naturally fostered by

such group training programs.

In order to minimize the chances of spillovers among participants in the treatment

group, whereby they could observe and mimic each other’s choices, we asked each

participant to reveal her choice to us in a separate room after the completion of the

training session. We also ensured that she was not able to return to the training room

(where the remaining participants from her group were sat) after having declared

her choice. We followed similar protocol for the control group as well.

The amount of money offered to the participants was Rs. 100 (i.e. approxi-

mately 1.57 USD) per week. This is equal to 40% of their median daily earnings

of approximately Rs. 250 (about 3.92 USD) – hence not an insignificant amount,

in terms of reflecting sex workers’ choices over the savings options made available.

Moreover, due to the nature of their trade, sex workers manage their finances on a

day-to-day basis (?), which is consistent with anecdotal evidence from the field on

the popularity of daily savings schemes in these ‘red-light’ areas. Hence the decision

regarding the choice of the savings products offered as part of the experiment is a

27The payment was offered as a ‘thank you’ gift to the treatment group for participating in the
training program and to the control group, for participating in the baseline survey.

28The justification offered to the control group was that administrative constraints necessitated
the staggered nature of payments.
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real one.

4 Data and Evaluation

4.1 Data

In Feb-April 2012, we conducted a baseline survey that collected detailed infor-

mation on a number of psychological outcome measures, as well as socio-economic

characteristics, past histories and occupational details of the sex workers. As re-

ported earlier, our baseline sample consisted of 467 sex workers across 98 brothels

in the three ‘red-light’ study areas of Kolkata. The training program was carried

out between October and December 2012, during which we collected weekly data

on the savings choices of our subjects. For the treatment group, refusal to attend

the training program was low at 3.8%.29 The follow-up survey was conducted in

January-February 2013. Attrition from the baseline to the follow-up was about 7%

and not significantly different between treatment and control, leaving us with an

endline sample of 437.30

In order to address the potential concern that survey responses by our treatment

participants might suffer from “social desirability bias” i.e. they just give the “right”

answers, we recruited and trained a separate team of surveyors (independent of

Durbar staff who were in charge of conducting the training) who carried out all the

surveys.

Table I presents descriptive evidence on the individual characteristics of the sex

workers in our study areas. The average sex worker is 32 years old, most likely

Hindu, with very little formal education, and has been in this profession for an

average of 9 years. Close to half of them are self-employed. Sex workers appear

to suffer a loss of around 26% in prices they can charge for their service by using

condoms.31 Average monthly earnings are approximately Rs. 9,000 (about 141.15

29Refusal to attend is measured as the proportion of invited sex workers who were part of the
baseline but who failed to turn up on the first week of the training program. Among the control
group, failure to turn up to give us their savings choices in the first week is not significantly
different, at 4.4%.

30This attrition rate is significantly lower to those reported in other studies that evaluate the
impact of various training programs for the poor: e.g. ? report an attrition rate of 15% for the
Targeted Ultra-Poor program conducted by BRAC in rural Bangladesh over 4 years. ? find that
17% of their original baseline sample in West Bengal attrit over an 18-month period, while ? report
an attrition rate of 12% over 3 years in Andhra Pradesh.

31Though this is a sizeable loss, it is still significantly lower compared to the estimates of ? who
reported estimated losses of 66-79% in a similar population of sex workers in Kolkata. This could
be because condom usage has increased significantly, thanks to Durbar’s sustained effort over the
last decade, in generating awareness among sex workers in Kolkata regarding value of practicing
of safe sex.
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USD). A vast majority of these sex workers are members of Durbar but fewer than

half have bank accounts (in USHA).

Sex workers in treatment and control brothels also appear to be similar on most

of these observable characteristics, with the exception of religion and the proportion

of adhiya sex workers. All our endline results presented below are robust to the

inclusion of these and other baseline characteristics as controls (see Appendix Tables

A1 and A2). Moreover, we find no statistically significant differences in outcomes

by religion and baseline contract type (see Appendix Tables A3 and A4). Finally,

our difference-in-difference specifications account for any level differences between

the treatment and control groups in terms of baseline characteristics.

We also collected some further data twelve and fifteen months after the program

ended. This round was obtained for only two of our three original study localities,

Kalighat and Chetla, due to multiple issues with tracking down participants in

Bowbazar. Hence, our sample for the medium-term impacts consists of 228 women

(out of the original 230 in these two localities; 2 could not be traced). We note

that the random assignment of brothels to treatment and control groups was done

within each of these three areas, and confirm that the balance on the variables

originally reported in Table I holds for this smaller sample of 228 women as well

(see Appendix Table A12). There continues to be no significant baseline differences

between treatment and control groups for any of the key outcome variables either

(see Appendix Table A13).

4.1.1 Key Psychological Dependent Variables

The first set of dependent variables that we focus on in this paper are self-reported

psychological variables, including various proxies of self-image as well as other related

outcomes. These measures were constructed based on questions developed in close

consultation with Durbar, given their experience and familiarity with our study

population and context.

Proxies of Self-Image Self-image is a multi-dimensional concept, hence we at-

tempt to capture different proxies of it, as detailed below.

Shame: This measure is constructed on the basis of the question: “Are you ashamed

of your occupation?” The answer options are “1-Yes”, “2-Sometimes”, “3-Never”.

A binary variable for shame is constructed that equals 1 if the answer is 1 or 2 and

zero otherwise.

Self-worth: This measure is constructed on the basis of the question: “How do you

view yourself?” The answer options are “1-Bad woman”, “2-Fallen woman”, “3-

Woman with no future”, “4-Service provider/entertainment worker”, “5-Somehow
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managing life”, “6-Criminal”. A binary variable for self-worth is created that equals

1 if the answer is 4 and zero otherwise.

Ability to face challenges : This measure is constructed on the basis of the following

questions: “Do you feel capable of: resolving a situation of conflict with the police;

resolving problems with the landlord/lady; resolving problems with local youths;

resolving problems with goons; resolving problems with your pimp; resolving prob-

lems with your madam; dealing with aggressive clients; dealing with emergencies

like sudden illness; developing a new skill to engage in another occupation; making

plans for a future business; determining your child’s future; buying property.” The

answer options for each of these situations are: “1-Strongly agree”, “2-Agree”, “3-

Neither agree nor disagree”, “4-Disagree”, “5-Strongly disagree. For each of the 12

scenarios described above, a binary variable is created that equals 1 if the answer

is either 1 or 2, and 0 if the answer is 3, 4 or 5. These 12 binaries are added up

to generate an agency score between 0-12, and then converted into a standardized

z-score by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation.

Comfort in Public interaction: This measure is constructed on the basis of the

following question: “Are you comfortable about: speaking in meetings; participating

in public processions; interacting with a police officer; talking about your profession

with your children; talking about your profession with your neighbour; talking about

your profession to the police; allowing your children to bring home their friends.”

The answer options are same as above. For each of the 7 scenarios described above,

a binary variable is created that equals 1 if the answer is either 1 or 2, and 0 if

the answer is 3, 4 or 5. These 7 binaries are added up to generate a comfort score

between 0-7, and then converted into a standardized z-score by subtracting the mean

and dividing by the standard deviation.

Other Psychological Outcomes We also look at other psychological outcome

measures such as happiness, aspiration for own future, and decision-making power

that are impacted by self-image.

Happiness : This measure is constructed on the basis of the question: “On a scale

of 1-5, how happy would you classify yourself to be in life?” The answer options are

“1-Very happy”, “2-Somewhat happy”, “3-Indifferent”, “4-Somewhat unhappy”, “5-

Very unhappy”. A binary variable for happiness is created that equals 1 if the answer

is either 1 or 2 and zero otherwise.

Aspiration: This measure is constructed on the basis of the question: “Where do

you see yourself five years from now?” The answer options are “1-Own a house”, “2-

Become a peer worker”, “3-Become an organization member of the NGO, Durbar”,
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“4-Become a madam”, “5-Leave this profession”, “6-Same as now”, “7-Don’t know”.

A binary variable for aspiration is created that equals 0 if the answer is either 6 or

7 and 1 otherwise.

Decision-making power : This measure is constructed on the basis of the following

question: “For each of the following, specify who takes the decision: number/choice

of customer; financial matters; children’s future; purchase of clothes and jewellery;

own medical treatment; condom usage with babu (fixed client); condom usage with

other ordinary client.” The answer options for each of scenarios are “1-Self”, “2-

Husband/babu”, “3-Other family member”, “4-Madam”, “5-Pimp”, “6-Other sex

workers”, “7-Durbar official”. For each of the 7 scenarios described above, a binary

variable is created that equals 1 if the answer is 1, and 0 otherwise. These 7 binaries

are added up to generate a decision-making score between 0-7, and then converted

into a standardized z-score by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard

deviation.

4.1.2 Key Economic Dependent Variables

The second set of outcome variables that we focus on are various measures of par-

ticipants’ future-oriented economic behaviour.

Savings option choices : This variable uses the choices made by participants across

the various savings products with differential maturity periods and interest rates,

as described earlier. If a participant chooses Product 2 or 3 then she is classified

as displaying future-oriented behaviour. If she chooses Product 1, she is present-

oriented. A binary variable is constructed to measure present-orientation which

equals 1 if Product 1 is chosen and 0 otherwise.

Health-seeking behaviour : An alternative measure of future-orientation that we use

is health-seeking behaviour of our participants. Since sex work, by its very nature,

puts a lot of stress on the physical condition of the sex worker, investment in physical

health is very important for future sustainability. We proxy health-seeking behaviour

with the frequency of visits to the doctor. In particular, the measure is based on the

question: “When was the last time you visited your doctor for a regular check-up

regarding your physical health?” The answer options are “1-A week or less ago”,

“2-A month of less ago”, “3-A year or less ago”, “4-More than a year ago”, “5-More

than 5 years ago”. A binary variable for health seeking behaviour is constructed

that equals 1 if the answer is either 1 or 2 and zero otherwise.

It is important to emphasize here that these visits are made by sex workers to

see doctors based in local clinics run by the NGO Durbar itself, since sex workers
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are often denied access to formal government and private health care agencies (as

referred to in Section 2 above). These visits are typically regular and preventive in

nature, rather than being need-based.32

Table II reports the baseline values of the key dependent variables. There appear

to be no significant baseline differences between treatment and control groups along

any of these dimensions.

Medium-term outcomes : For the longer-term (fifteen month) outcomes, we focus on

the likelihood of closing the program accounts twelve and fifteen months after the

program ended, and their final account balances fifteen months later.

4.2 Estimation

In order to evaluate the impact of the training program on the psychological variables

of interest, we estimate the following regression specification:

Yijl = αl + βTjl + εijl (1)

where Yijl indicates the dependent variable of interest for individual i living in

brothel j in area l. Tjl is a binary variable equal to 1 if the individual lives in

a treatment brothel (a brothel whose eligible residents were invited to participate

in the training program). The coefficient β captures the average difference in out-

comes of individuals living in a treatment brothel relative to those living in a control

brothel, and identifies the intention-to-treat (ITT) parameter. It is close to the av-

erage treatment-on-treated effect, since less than 4% of those invited to the training

program refused to attend. αl denote area fixed effects and are included to improve

efficiency since randomization was stratified by locality (?).

We also estimate the program impact by using a difference-in-difference strategy

as follows:

Yijlt = αl + βTjl + γPostt + δTjl ∗ Postt + εijlt (2)

In this case, the program effect δ is identified by comparing changes in individ-

ual outcomes before and after the training program in treatment brothels to those

in control brothels, within the same area. This controls for time-varying factors

common to individuals in treatment and control brothels, as well as time-invariant

heterogeneity with area. Postt is a binary variable that denotes the endline survey.

32A potentially interesting outcome variable to explore in this context would have been condom
usage. However, due to the extensive efforts of Durbar as part of a national anti-AIDS initiative
for promoting condom use (?), reported condom usage in red-light areas of Kolkata is very high.
For instance, 99% of our respondents report using a condom in the baseline.
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A key concern regarding the validity of the estimates of the program effect is

that of contamination between the treatment and control brothels. However, our

pilot survey indicates that interaction among sex workers within brothels is far

more intense compared to across brothels: more than 75% in a random sample

of 50 sex workers reported that all their close friends live in the same brothel as

they did. Hence, using brothel as the unit of randomization minimizes the risk of

contamination. Standard errors are also clustered at the brothel level throughout

to account for the fact that outcomes are likely to be correlated within brothel.

In order to evaluate the impact of the training program on future-oriented be-

haviour of our subjects, as measured by their choices across saving products after

each weekly training session, we estimate the following regression specification:

Sijls = αsl + ρTjl + εijls (3)

where Sijls is a binary variable which equals 1 if the individual i chooses product

j=1 as opposed to product j=2 or 3, and 0 otherwise. The subscript s denotes the

order of the weekly training session [s = 1, ..., 8]. Since both products 2 and 3 entail

some degree of future-orientation, we club them together. We estimate equation 3

above separately for each session.

5 Impact on Psychological Variables

Table III and IV present the ITT estimates of the training program’s impact on the

various proxies of self-image and other psychological variables respectively. Table III,

Panel A presents the simple differences between treatment and control groups in the

endline survey, using Specification (1). Column 1 in Panel A of Table III indicates

that sex workers assigned to the treatment group are 40 percentage points (pp) less

likely to report feeling ashamed of their occupation compared to their counterparts

in the control group (relative to a baseline measure of 0.63). Column 2 indicates

that they are also 68 pp more likely to report having higher self-worth than those

in the control (relative to a baseline mean of a mere 0.18). It is reassuring to find

that the self-worth results are consistent with those for shame, since in the context

of our study, these two variables may be regarded as being inversely related. The

training program also increased their self-reported ability to face challenges by 0.43

standard deviations compared to those assigned to the control group (column 3), as

well as their comfort/ease in public interaction by 0.30 standard deviations (column

4). Table III, Panel B (columns 6-9) presents the difference-in-difference estimates

using Specification (2). The findings are found to be robust to this alternative

specification and estimated coefficients are of a similar order of magnitude. Hence,
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the training program appears to have been successful in improving the self-image of

stigmatized sex workers.

Next, we turn to Table IV which reports the impact of the training program

on other psychological variables that may be affected by an improved self-image.

Column 1 in Panel A of Table IV indicates that following exposure to training, sex

workers are 12 pp more likely to report that they are happy in the endline, which

corresponds to an increase of 25% from the baseline mean. A positively recast

self-image may make one feel better about oneself and hence increase happiness.

However, no significant impact is observed on the level of aspiration (column 2).

This finding is consistent with the program’s focus on repairing impaired self-image

rather than directing them towards specific types of future goals.

Column 3 indicates that the training program had no impact on sex workers’

self-reported decision-making power. Baseline level of decision-making power were

already quite high amongst this population: 77% sex workers in our sample report

taking all decisions on their own, while 93% report taking more than 50 percent

decisions on their own. Thus, with relatively less margin for improvement, it is not

surprising that the training program has very little additional impact on decision-

making power of the participants.

Panel B of Table IV (columns 5-7) shows that these results are robust to a

difference-in-difference specification. The estimated coefficients are significant and

of a similar order of magnitude as the endline ones. The only difference is in the case

of happiness which, although has a point estimate of comparable size, is no longer

statistically significant. However, ? argues that when outcomes have low autocor-

relation, it is more efficient to use ANCOVA instead of difference-in-differences to

estimate treatment effects. In case of reported happiness, the correlation between

baseline and endline levels is 0.02. Therefore, we also present the happiness results

using ANCOVA in column 1 of Appendix Table A6 and find the treatment effect to

be once again positive and significant.33

Since we examine the impact of the training program on seven psychological

variables, this raises the concern that these effects are simply observed by chance

among all of the different outcome variables. We follow two approaches to address

this multiple inference problem. Following ?, the first approach is to reduce the

number of tests being conducted by constructing summary indices of the two groups

of our dependent variables: proxies of self-image and other psychological outcomes.

The results for the two summary indices are presented in Table III (columns 5 and

10) and in Table IV (columns 4 and 8) respectively. The summary index for self-

image is statistically significant (for both endline and difference-in-differences) while

33For robustness, we present ANCOVA results for all our self-reported outcome variables in
Appendix Tables A5 and A6, and SUR results in Table A7.
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that for other psychological outcomes is not.34

The second approach, following ? and ?, uses the Bonferroni correction for

multiple testing, adjusted for correlated multiple outcomes. Using an alpha of 5

percent, and actual mean inter-variable correlations (varying between -0.01 to 0.06,)

the Bonferroni p-values work out to be between 0.006 and 0.007.35 All our psycho-

logical variables remain statistically significant (for α=0.05) at these adjusted levels

(both endline and differences-in-differences), except for happiness, which is now just

marginally insignificant at α=0.1.

6 Impact on Future-Oriented Behaviour

6.1 Saving Product Choices

The training program was designed to create a more positive self-image among

participants – an objective that the results above suggest it did achieve. In this

section, we examine whether such an enhanced self-image also encouraged more

purposive actions among program participants, to improve their future life outcomes.

The core findings on the participants’ future-oriented actions in terms of their

choices over the savings products are presented in Figure 1. Each bar represents

the proportion of individuals opting for Product 1 (present-oriented option) instead

of either Product 2 or 3 (future-oriented options) in a particular session. Initially,

the proportion of individuals in the treatment group choosing the present-oriented

option is similar to that in the control group. For the control group, this proportion

remains more or less unchanged over the course of the program, with a slight rise

towards the end. For the treatment group, however, there is a significant shift

towards the more future-oriented options (as indicated by a fall in the take-up of

present-oriented option, i.e. Product 1) from Session 4 onwards.

Table V presents the ITT estimates of the training program using Specification

(3) on choices over savings products, and confirms the patterns observed in Figure

1. There is no statistically significant difference in the propensity to choose the

present-oriented option between the treatment and control groups up to Session 3

(columns 1-3), with the coefficients being small in magnitude. But in Session 4, the

treatment group is 25 pp less likely to choose the present-oriented option than the

34In Appendix Table A8, we also present results for a summary index constructed over all seven
psychological variables. The result is statistically significant.

35Unlike in the standard Bonferroni correction where the outcomes are assumed to be indepen-
dent, this adjusted Bonferroni correction allows for the case of correlated outcome variables where
the mean correlation between outcome variables can be included as a parameter in the Bonferroni
adjustment. A mean correlation of zero would yield the full Bonferroni adjustment, whereas a
mean correlation of one would mean no adjustment (see p. 23 in ?).
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control (column 4), which increases to approximately 50 pp in Session 5 (column 5)

and remains more or less stable till the end of the program.36

In determining whether these results can be interpreted as being caused by the

self-image enhancing training program, we would like to rule out three immediate

concerns that may arise in the reader’s mind.

1. Financial Literacy As noted on page 13 of Section 3.2, the sex workers did

not face any interest rate penalty for breaking the fixed deposits before the

lock-in period of one year was over. Hence, in terms of maximising investment

returns, Product 1 is the dominated option. Despite this, both the treatment

and control groups start off by investing in this option, and the control group

continues to do so until the end of the program. This may raise concerns

regarding the participants’ lack of financial understanding of the products,

and prompt one to wonder whether the observed shift of the treatment group

towards the future-oriented products is merely due to an improvement in their

financial comprehension over the course of the program, and not its content.

However, for this explanation to be plausible, we would expect to observe a

bigger impact on the savings choices of those participants in the treatment

group who had poorer financial comprehension to begin with. While we did

not directly measure financial literacy of our participants, a reasonable proxy

for this would be prior experience of handling a bank account. We proxy the

latter by using a binary variable that captures whether or not the participant

had a bank account with USHA (the sex workers’ co-operative bank) at the

time of the baseline survey. We find no heterogenous treatment effects by this

proxy on the participants’ savings choices (see Appendix Table A9).37 Hence,

lack of financial understanding is unlikely to be driving our results.

2. Nudge to Save More There is a sharp increase in the treatment group’s choices

in favour of future-oriented products after Session 3 . One may worry that this

could be because the participants interpreted the content of Session 3 as an

invitation to ‘save more’. However, it is important to reiterate that the content

of Session 3 focused entirely on the importance of formal savings over informal

savings, using the success story of USHA. It did nothing to nudge participants

towards choosing any particular savings product. To further allay this concern,

36The regression results presented in Table V cluster standard errors at the brothel level. How-
ever, since the training was imparted to women in groups of size 15-17, there arises a possibility
that outcomes could be correlated within these training groups. The results are found to be ro-
bust when standard errors are clustered at the training group level instead of brothel level (results
available upon request).

37We also use whether the participants have non-zero baseline savings in their USHA bank
account as an alternative proxy for prior financial experience. The results, reported in Appendix
Table A10, are similar.
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Section 6.3 presents evidence on another type of future-oriented behaviour that

was not discussed at any point of the training program: preventive health

behaviour.

3. Peer effects The program we evaluate uses a group format to deliver psycho-

logical training, by design. One may worry that the scope for social interaction

and information flows among participants due to this format could indepen-

dently be driving the results. To address such a ‘peer effect’ concern, we

would like to reiterate that in our setting, most interactions typically takes

place between sex workers living in the same brothel rather than across dif-

ferent brothels (see Section 4.2). This implies that information transmission

would be easier in groups where a greater number of group members were

drawn from the same brothel. Our experimental design generates random

variation in the fraction of women from the same brothel who end up in each

training group (see Section 3.2). We exploit this experimental variation to test

whether the savings choices of treated sex workers varies by the proportion of

team members who come from the same brothel as themselves. The results

are reported in Table VI. We find no differential impact on saving product

choices by group composition measured in this way. This suggests that our

findings are unlikely to be driven by the greater potential for social interaction

presented by the format of the training program.

The regression coefficients from Table V are plotted in Figure 2, where each

dot on the solid line is the coefficient of the interaction of the treatment dummy

and relevant session dummy (a 95% confidence interval is plotted by broken lines).

These coefficients are close to 0 and insignificant until Session 3 and negative and

significantly different from zero Session 4 onwards. This captures the move way

from the present-oriented current account option towards the fixed deposit options

among the treated sex workers, over the course of the training program.

Figure 2 uses variation across individuals. However, attrition may lead to estima-

tion bias if different kinds of individuals attrit in the treatment relative to control,

even when the average rate of attrition is not significantly different between these

two groups. Hence, Figure 3 in the Appendix plots the coefficients from the regres-

sion including individual fixed effects. It is reassuring that Figure 3 closely resembles

Figure 2, thereby mitigating concerns about selective attrition.

In the last session of the program, the participants were also given the option to

overturn their decisions in the last seven sessions in favour of their decision in the

final session. Approximately 33% of the participants made such a switch in the final

session. We examine the proportion of participants who decided to overturn their

earlier decisions in favour of a future-oriented decision. The results are presented
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in Table VII. The dependent variable is a dummy that equals 1 if the participant

chooses to overturn her past session choices (at least one of which was the present-

oriented option, Product 1) in favour of either Product 2 or 3, and zero otherwise.

Column 1 of Table VII indicates that the treatment group is 32 pp more likely to

switch to a future-oriented product in the last session relative to the control group.

We also examine heterogeneous treatment effects by baseline levels of stigma, as

captured by shame. Interestingly, we find that participants who reported a greater

sense of shame in the baseline are more responsive to the training program: they are

9-13 pp more likely to choose the future-oriented savings option that the present-

oriented one, relative to those who report a lower sense of shame (Table VIII).38

6.2 Additional Alternative Explanations

Next, we consider some further potential explanations for our findings on savings

product choices of program participants and discuss their relevance (or lack thereof)

in our context.

Self-control Issues

An alternative channel that is known to affect an individual’s future-oriented choices

is self-control. Given that this channel is widely studied in economics (???), it would

be useful to clarify why we believe this channel is unlikely to be driving our results.

In principle, the training program could have made a sex worker more aware of her

lack of self-control as a reason for poor life outcomes. Such increased awareness may

then have induced her to choose the fixed deposit option as a commitment savings

product (?).

In a standard framework, self-control problems arise due to dynamic inconsis-

tency in preferences: there are two selves: the current self at t = 0 (who is making

the decision to invest in the high-return-illiquid asset or the low-return-liquid asset)

and the future self at t = 1 (who will face a temptation to consume early and so

liquidate the high-return-illiquid asset early). A key element of investment products

designed to tackle self-control issues is that the investment in a financial product

made by the t = 0 self cannot be liquidated by the t = 1 self without cost, until the

maturity date. This is not true in our setting. A participant could always liquidate

the higher return-illiquid option (Product 2 or 3) at some intermediate stage and

still get the return she would have enjoyed had she invested in the lower return-

more liquid option (Product 1). Thus investment in the illiquid option does not act

as a commitment device in our context, implying that an increased preference for

38Here we show the combined effect for all weeks. Week by week results are available on request.
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commitment savings products is unlikely to be the explanation for our participants’

more future oriented choices.

Furthermore, the content of the training program does not attempt to explicitly

address self-control issues in any way.

Reciprocity and Trust

Another alternative mechanism could be that the participants chose the ‘right’ op-

tions (i.e. the future-oriented options) as a reciprocity gesture to the trainers (who

are from Durbar) for spending time training them. This channel seems an unlikely

explanation in our context, for several reasons. First, if reciprocity were the driving

mechanism, then one would expect the treatment group to make the ‘right’ choice

from the first session itself. The divergence in the choice behaviour between treat-

ment and control groups from the fourth session onwards is less easy to explain using

this mechanism. Such divergence is also unlikely to be driven by increasing trust

towards Durbar over the duration of the program, since the NGO has been known

and respected within these sex worker communities for the last two decades.

Second, any reciprocity gesture, if present, is more likely to be observed for those

participants who are members of Durbar, since their relationship with the NGO is

a repeated game. Participants who are non-members, on the other hand, are less

likely to exhibit a similar pattern of choices regarding these savings product over the

course of the training. However, we find that there is no differential effect of being a

member of Durbar (measured at baseline) on participants’ choice (Table IX). In other

words, members and non-members are equally likely to take up the future-oriented

options over the course of the intervention. The rate of take-up of membership of

Durbar does increase in the treatment group relative to the control in the endline

compared to baseline (≈ 7% points) but this is not statistically significant, and is

primarily being driven by Bowbazar. However, the pattern of saving product choice

is similar across all three localities in our study (see Appendix Table A11). Finally, as

pointed out in Section 4.1, the participants revealed their choices not to the trainers

themselves but to members of our field staff, towards whom the participants are less

likely to feel such a sense of obligation. Hence, it appears unlikely that reciprocity

is driving our results.

Changing Aspirations

It may also be possible that the impact of our training program could be working

through raising participants’ aspiration levels. As noted in Section 5, we find no

impact on self-reported aspirations of the treatment group relative to the control

group. Neither did our training program actively seek to re-orient the aspirations

of these sex workers in any specific direction.
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In summary, the evidence and robustness checks presented in this section suggest

that the training program encouraged an increase in future-oriented (savings) choices

among treated sex workers. Having considered several possibilities to understand

these findings, our preferred interpretation is that the enhancement of sex workers’

self-image through exposure to the program is the key channel for this shift in their

savings choices.

6.3 Health-seeking Behaviour

As mentioned earlier, a potential concern with the findings on savings choices is that

the experimenters may have provided the treatment group with better information

about the savings options or nudged them towards the longer-term savings options,

consciously or unconsciously. To further allay this concern, we now present survey

evidence of the impact of exposure to the training program on another decision that

is especially important for sex workers, but was not mentioned explicitly during the

training program at all as part of the training content: health-seeking behaviour.

Preventive health and savings choices share one important feature that is relevant

in this context: both of them involve recurrent and persistent efforts in the present,

for delayed reward.

We proxy health-seeking behaviour by frequency of regular visits to the doctor.

Column 1 in Table X indicates that the treatment group is 9 pp more likely to

have visited a doctor in the recent past compared to the control, which represents

an increase of 11% of the baseline mean of 0.79. This result is replicated using a

difference-in-difference specification in Column 2, and although the coefficient is no

longer statistically significant at conventional levels, the magnitude is very similar

to that obtained in Column 1. However, in case of health-seeking behaviour, the

correlation between baseline and endline levels is -0.01. Hence, following ?, we check

using ANCOVA instead of difference-in-differences in column 3 of Table X and find

the treatment effect to be once again positive and significant.

We also find that the treated sex workers neither service more clients nor earn

more as a result of exposure to the training program (results available upon request).

Hence, the increase in these doctor visits appear to be driven by regular, preventive

check-ups rather than being ‘need-based’.

7 Medium-term Impacts

A common concern with the effects of psychological empowerment methods relates

to their persistence over the long run. The findings presented above focus on im-

mediate program impacts, i.e. those measured either during, immediately after,
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or within three months of the conclusion of the program – which may raise some

skepticism about the ‘true’ and enduring impact of the training program. In the

context of saving behaviour in particular, we are interested in testing whether the

overall positive response to the training program is merely a short-term ‘feel-good’

response to a new type of training, or whether it is representative of a more lasting

change in participants’ behaviour.

To address this issue, we examine the participant’s likelihood of closing the

program accounts twelve and fifteen months after the program ended, as well as

their final account balances fifteen months later.

Table XI reports the results on the likelihood of program account closures at

various points in time. The dependent variable is a binary variable that takes the

value 1 if the account has been closed at a given point in time and zero otherwise.

The three points in time we focus on are: immediately after the program ended

(December 2012), twelve months after the program ended (January 2014) and fif-

teen months after the program ended (March 2014). Column 1 indicates that the

treatment group is 53 pp less likely to close their program account(s) immediately

after the program ended (control mean is 0.57).39 This pattern continues to hold

up to twelve months after the program (column 2). However, for the sample of

accounts that still remained open immediately after the program, there is no sig-

nificant difference between treatment and control in terms of account closures after

twelve months (column 3). This suggests that some participants in the treatment

group closed their accounts once they had received their due pay-offs from their sav-

ings product choices after the lock-in period of twelve months was over. However,

any concern that such a mechanical reason is key driver of lower account closures in

the treatment group overall is allayed by the fact that even fifteen months after the

program (i.e. when the lock-in period is no longer binding), the treatment group

continues to be significantly less likely to close their accounts relative to control

group (columns 4-5).

The program accounts could be either fixed deposits or standard savings ac-

counts, depending on the final choices made by the participant at the end of the

training program. Table XII shows that the impact on the rate of account closure

15 months after the program is similar for both types of accounts.

Apart from account closure, we are also interested in final balances in these ac-

counts since people may not bother closing their accounts even if they have very small

balances in them. Table XIII presents the results for final balances in these program

accounts fifteen months after the program concluded. We assign account balance to

0 for accounts that were closed before the fifteen month-mark was reached. Column

39Out of the 228 individuals in this sample, 107 have a single program account while the remain-
ing 121 have two program accounts.
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1 shows that the treatment group had Rs. 404 higher balance in their accounts com-

pared to their control counterparts, and this coefficient is highly significant. This

corresponds roughly to a 4 times higher savings balances for the treatment group

relative to the control group. Column 2 shows that this result is robust to the

inclusion of controls.

Overall, it is reassuring to find that the training program not only succeeded in

changing behaviour in the short term, but that some of these effects persisted in the

medium-term as well. These findings are thus encouraging for the sustainability of

such initiatives.

8 A Conceptual Framework

It is fair to say that our key empirical findings so far do not neatly fit into a con-

ventional rational choice framework: Sex workers – both in the treatment group

(initially) and in the control group – invest in the dominated current account op-

tion, despite its lower return and no penalty to breaking the fixed deposit investment.

Also, with regard to the psychological intervention we evaluate, there is no rational

reason why (changes to) a person’s self-image should influence her decisions.

In this section, we outline a framework to show how a self-image diminished by

facing discrimination can lead to sub-optimal choices, due to a ‘fear of failure’ to

accomplish tasks undertaken.40 The key departure from a standard rational choice

framework is that individual utility is not only a function of material returns, but

also a function of one’s self-image. Such an approach is very similar to ?. We

model a person’s self-image as her belief about her ability to persevere in the face

of challenges in order to accomplish tasks undertaken.

We assume that all individuals derive utility from having a positive self-image.

However, they must do so within the constraints of the reality of their social position.

As expressed in the quote from ? in the introduction, facing stigma and discrim-

ination (as sex workers do) can have an adverse impact on a person’s self-image.

The desire to protect a fragile self-image can then induce sub-optimal (short-run)

choices, often at the cost of a person’s long-term well-being.41

To see this more concretely, consider a three-period world where an individual

must make a decision about an investment opportunity that presents itself today

(t =0). The investment could be of a financial nature (e.g. fixed deposit) – but

40The theoretical framework is fleshed out in greater detail in Appendix B, where we also show
how sub-optimal efforts and choices due to such distorted beliefs can then serve to justify statistical
discrimination.

41Our approach also captures the key elements of the psychology literature on Self-Affirmation
(?), which posits that all individuals care about having a positive self-image – a ‘global narrative
of oneself as a moral and adaptive actor (“I am a good person”)’ (p.336, ibid).
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it could equally be about skill development or improving long-term health. The

key feature of the investment is that, if a person undertakes it today, the material

gain from it is realized in the future (t = 2) but only if the person persists this

investment in the interim period (t =1). To do so, she has to be able to persevere

in the face of any challenges that may impede her from doing so.42 If she is unable

to do so tomorrow (t =1), she will receive a lower return at t =2. This return is

the same as what she would receive at t =2 for sure if she does not undertake the

investment today at all. In other words, there is no monetary penalty to undertaking

the investment and then breaking that commitment before maturity.43 Therefore, if

material returns were all that mattered for utility, it always makes sense to undertake

the investment at t = 0.

However, following ?,44 individual utility has two components in our setting: one

that depends upon material gains (as described above) and the other that depends

upon expected success/failure in persisting with this investment, if undertaken.45

This second component is a function of a person’s self-image α: a lower self-image

implies more pessimistic beliefs about her ability to persevere in the face of challenges

to maintain her investment next period. Importantly, the sensitivity of the utility

of a person with lower self-image to such success or failure is higher as well.

But what does a person’s self-image depend upon? We assume that it is entirely a

function of a signal of social (dis)approval α̃ that all individuals receive (i.e. α = α̃,

for simplicity). Facing discrimination is akin to receiving a lower signal of social

approval α̃ and it results in a poorer self-image.46

Figure 4 in Appendix B shows an individual’s expected utility from the two

choices available at period t = 0, e = 0 and e = 1: U0 and U1(α̃). Note that only the

latter is a function of exposure to discrimination, measured by the social signal (α̃).

As shown in Appendix B, provided U1(α̃) is continuous in α̃ and a single-crossing

condition is satisfied, it follows that there exists a threshold value of the self-image

42For instance, one such challenge may be her own temptations to spend the money on alcohol
or other impulsive purchases. Another example of such a challenge may be requests for money
from friends or relatives, which she may be unable to turn down.

43The absence of a penalty for breaking the investment commitment is to make the model
consistent with the design of the fixed deposit product we offered to sex workers in the study.
This feature was introduced to rule out self-control as a possible explanation for their investment
decisions, as described in section 6.2.

44? also assume belief-dependent preferences.
45If no investment is undertaken at t =0, the question of success/failure does not arise, hence

this second component disappears.
46A more general model would allow self-image to depend on an innate component as well as a

socially determined component. We make this simplifying assumption to focus on what is novel
to our set up, with no implications for the predictions that emerge. We also note that this is one
difference between our framework and and Köszegi (2006). In the latter, a person chooses how
much information to acquire about the attribute that shapes her self-image given her prior, in
addition to choosing the type of investment (task) to engage in based on such information.
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α ∈ [0, 1] such that:

(a) if α̃ < α, the individual chooses e = 0;

(b) if α̃ ≥ α, the individual chooses e = 1.

The self-image of a discriminated individual, determined by the social signal,

falls in the region [0, α) so that the fear of failure dominates resulting in a choice of

e = 0.47 Accordingly, we assume that U1(0) < U0 < U1(1).

The intervention we evaluate is intended to restore the self-image α of stigma-

tized sex workers above such a threshold α. As shown in the model detailed in

the appendix, this (a) increases the perceived likelihood of success in being able to

persevere in the face of challenges to maintain the investment, and (b) reduces the

sensitivity of her utility on the success or failure in this specific task. Two clear

predictions emerge from this simple theoretical framework on how self-image con-

siderations affect individual investment choices, both consistent with our empirical

evidence:

(1) An individual with low enough self-image (α̃ < α) will choose not to invest

(e = 0) even when the expected return from investment (e = 1) is strictly greater.

This is consistent with the initial savings choices of all sex workers in our study. It

also fits well with the divergence in these choices of the treatment versus control sex

workers through exposure to the training program.

(2) When U1(α̃), the utility from making the investment at t =0 is a convex

function of self-image α̃ for low values of α̃, the expected benefit of a boost in self-

image and hence the change in investment behaviour, will be higher for an individual

with a lower self-image. This is consistent with our finding that investment choices

of sex workers with a worse initial self-image are more responsive to a boost in their

self-image, through the training program.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we take seriously the view that facing stigma and discrimination can

distort an individual’s self-image in ways that may, in turn, lead to sub-optimal life

choices. We evaluate a novel approach to address the challenges of discrimination:

in a training program focused on reshaping the attitudes and beliefs of those who

face it. Our study population is one that faces acute stigma and discrimination:

sex workers in Kolkata, India. We find significant positive short-run effects on their

self-image, and in their future-oriented savings and health. We also find evidence

of medium-term persistence in such positive effects for related savings behaviour

47As ? note, “...people tend to narrow their attention on an immediate threat (e.g. the possibility
of failure), a response that promotes swift self-protection...” (pp. 339)
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fifteen months after the conclusion of the program.

While these findings are specific to our context and study sample, we believe

that their core content has implications beyond our setting. They offer a rationale

for exploring the potential of suitably adapted psychological training to improve

the welfare and life choices of other groups that face discrimination and stigma,

such as ethnic and racial minorities, and the poor. Future work could also consider

introducing such training in conjunction with existing schemes and programs to

tackle discrimination and support minorities. This could offer valuable insights on

the scalability of such measures, as well as the efficiency implications of potential

interaction effects across different approaches to tackling discrimination.
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Figure 1: Percentage of sex workers choosing Product 1 (present-oriented option)
as opposed to Products 2 and 3 (future-oriented options), by session
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Figure 2: Coefficients of Interactions of Treat*Session Dummy in Savings Product
Choice Regression
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Table I: Summary Statistics – Individual Characteristics at Baseline 
 Control Treatment Difference 
Age (years) 32.47 32.08 0.38 
 (7.09) (7.62) [0.92] 
Muslim (%) 0.13 0.22 -0.09** 
 (0.34) (0.41) [0.04] 
Low caste (%) 0.42 0.35 0.06 
 (0.49) (0.48) [0.05] 
Education (years) 2.11 1.73 0.38 
 (2.92) (2.81) [0.26] 
Has fixed client (%) 0.26 0.31 -0.05 
 (0.44) (0.46) [0.04] 
Years in profession 9.36 8.87 0.49 
 (8.06) (7.57) [0.91] 
Adhiya contract (%) 0.06 0.18 -0.12** 
 (0.24) (0.38) [0.04] 
Self-employed contract (%) 0.57 0.47 0.10 
 (0.50) (0.50) [0.07] 
Flying contract (%) 0.37 0.36 0.01 
 (0.48) (0.48) [0.06] 
Rate per sex act (w/ condom, Rs.) 129.13 121.06 8.07 
 (128.54) (54.90) [8.90] 
Rate per sex act (w/o condom, Rs.) 175.00 150.00 25.00 
 (91.57) (50.00) [40.60] 
No. of customers per day 3.13 3.14 -0.01 
 (1.24) (1.16) [0.14] 
Monthly income (Rs.) 8576.63 9701.32 -1124.69 
 (5617.70) (19434.31) [1271.93] 
Uses condom (%) 0.99 1.00 -0.01 
 (0.10) (0.00) [0.01] 
Member of the NGO (%) 0.81 0.77 0.04 
 (0.39) (0.42) [0.04] 
Has bank a/c (%) 0.43 0.45 -0.02 
 (0.50) (0.50) [0.06] 
Observations 203 264 . 

Notes: Standard deviations are in parentheses. Standard errors, clustered at the brothel level, are in brackets. 
* significant at 10 percent, ** significant at 5 percent, *** significant at 1 percent. Default group for 
religion is Hindu and for caste is High Caste. Education refers to years of completed education. Adhiya 
contract implies that the sex worker is in a sharing contract where she splits her monthly earnings 50:50 
with the landlady of the brothel. Self-employed contract, the omitted group here, implies that the sex worker 
pays the landlady a fixed rent from her monthly earnings and keeps the rest for herself. Flying contract 
implies that the sex worker does not reside in the brothels but comes to work there from outside the `red-
light’ area. Bank account refers to having account with USHA, which is associated with the NGO. 
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Table II: Summary Statistics – Means of Key Dependent Variables at Baseline 
 Control Treatment Difference 
Shame (0/1) 0.66 0.61 0.05 
 (0.48) (0.49) [0.05] 
Self-worth (0/1) 0.15 0.20 -0.04 
 (0.36) (0.40) [0.04] 
Ability to face challenges raw score (0-1) 0.43 0.41 0.02 
 (0.25) (0.24) [0.03] 
Ability to face challenges z-score -0.02 -0.11 0.09 
 (1.00) (0.99) [0.11] 
Comfort in public raw score (0-1) 0.41 0.38 0.03 
 (0.27) (0.28) [0.02] 
Comfort in public z-score 0.01 -0.11 0.11 
 (0.98) (1.04) [0.08] 
Happiness (0/1) 0.48 0.51 -0.02 
 (0.50) (0.50) [0.05] 
Aspiration (0/1) 0.77 0.75 0.02 
 (0.42) (0.43) [0.05] 
Decision-making raw score (0-1) 0.77 0.78 -0.01 
 (0.15) (0.15) [0.01] 
Decision-making z-score -0.11 -0.06 -0.05 
 (0.98) (1.01) [0.09] 
Frequent health check (0/1) 0.76 0.77 -0.01 
 (0.43) (0.42) [0.05] 
Observations 203 264 . 

Notes: Standard deviations are in parentheses. Standard errors, clustered at the brothel level, are in brackets. * 
significant at 10 percent, ** significant at 5 percent, *** significant at 1 percent. See text in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 
pp. 15-17 for details on the various dependent variables. 

 
 
 
 

Table III: Program Impact on Proxies of Self-Image  
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

 Panel A: Endline  Panel B: Diff-in-Diff  
 Shame Self-

worth 
Ability to 

face 
challenge 

Comfort 
in 

public 

Self-
image 

summary 
index 

Shame Self-
worth 

Ability to 
face 

challenge 

Comfort 
in public 

Self-
image 

summar
y index 

Treatment -0.40*** 0.68*** 0.43*** 0.30*** 0.28*** -0.05 0.05 -0.05 -0.15* 0.02 
 (0.04) (0.04) (0.09) (0.09) (0.02) (0.04) (0.04) (0.10) (0.08) (0.02) 
Post      -0.09 0.07* -0.14 -0.13 0.04 
      (0.06) (0.04) (0.09) (0.08) (0.02) 
Treatment*Post      -0.35*** 0.64*** 0.51*** 0.45*** 0.26*** 
      (0.06) (0.05) (0.13) (0.12) (0.03) 
Area fixed effects  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Control mean  0.57 0.23 -0.16 -0.13       
Adj. R-sq 0.17 0.47 0.05 0.04 0.35 0.16 0.43 0.04 0.03 0.30 
N 429 435 437 437 409 891 895 896 895 854 

Notes: Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the brothel level. * significant at 10%, ** 
significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%.  Columns 1-4 report differences between treatment and control using endline survey while columns 5-8 use differences-in-
differences. See text in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 pp. 15-17 for details on the various dependent variables. Details on the self-image summary index are presented in Section 5 
pp. 20. 
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Table IV: Program Impact on Other Psychological Outcomes  
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
 Panel A: Endline  Panel B: Diff-in-Diff  
 Happiness Aspiration Decision

-making 
Psych. 

Summary 
Index 

Happiness Aspiration Decision
-making 

Psych. 
Summary 

Index 
Treatment 0.12** 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.03 -0.00 0.04 0.01 
 (0.05) (0.04) (0.10) (0.02) (0.05) (0.04) (0.09) (0.02) 
Post     -0.00 -0.00 0.17* 0.03 
     (0.04) (0.03) (0.10) (0.02) 
Treatment*Post     0.11 0.04 -0.01 0.01 
     (0.07) (0.05) (0.14) (0.03) 
Area fixed 
effects  

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Control mean 0.48 0.77 0.06      
Adj. R-sq 0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 
N 437 434 437 414 897 893 896 859 

Notes: Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the brothel level. * significant at 
10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%. Columns 1-4 report differences between treatment and control using endline survey while columns 5-8 use 
differences-in-differences. See text in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 pp. 15-17 for details on the various dependent variables. Details on the psychological 
summary index are presented in Section 5 pp. 20. 

 
 
 
 

Table V: Program Impact on Saving Product Choices 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Sessions: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Treatment 0.09 0.09 0.06 -0.25*** -0.51*** -0.50*** -0.48*** -0.36*** 
 (0.07) (0.06) (0.06) (0.05) (0.06) (0.05) (0.06) (0.06) 
Area fixed effects  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Control mean 0.55 0.58 0.49 0.48 0.61 0.65 0.69 0.75 
Adj. R-sq 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.20 0.35 0.31 0.31 0.14 
N 448 432 434 427 412 394 396 361 
Notes: Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the brothel 
level. * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%. Columns report relative differences in choices made between 
treatment and control during the training program. The dependent variable is a dummy which equals 1 if the participant chooses present-
oriented option Product 1 (payment is received as an injection to their current account with no withdrawal constraint) and 0 if she 
chooses either Product 2 (payment is in the form of a fixed deposit with a higher interest rate but a 1 year maturity period) or Product 3 
(same as Product 2 but the participant matches our payment with an equal amount herself).  

 
 
 
 

Table VI: Program Impact on Saving Product Choices, by Group Composition 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Sessions:  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Treatment -0.02 -0.13 -0.06 -0.23** -0.59*** -0.57*** -0.57*** -0.41*** 
 (0.12) (0.12) (0.12) (0.10) (0.10) (0.10) (0.12) (0.14) 
Treatment*% of women  0.31 0.63* 0.44 -0.04 0.24 0.21 0.22 0.11 
from same brothel (0.33) (0.33) (0.30) (0.26) (0.23) (0.23) (0.30) (0.37) 
% of women from same  -0.08 -0.21 0.09 0.04 -0.08 -0.06 -0.14 -0.10 
brothel (0.24) (0.23) (0.24) (0.21) (0.21) (0.20) (0.26) (0.22) 
Area fixed effects  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Adj. R-sq 0.01 0.03 0.09 0.19 0.35 0.31 0.31 0.13 
N 448 432 434 427 412 394 396 361 

Notes: Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the brothel level. * 
significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%. Columns report relative differences in choices made between treatment and 
control during various sessions of the training program. The dependent variable is a dummy which equals 1 if the participant chooses present-
oriented option Product 1 (payment is received as an injection to their current account with no withdrawal constraint) and 0 if she chooses 
either Product 2 (payment is in the form of a fixed deposit with a higher interest rate but a 1 year maturity period) or Product 3 (same as 
Product 2 but the participant matches our payment with an equal amount herself). 
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Table VII: Program Impact on Switching Behaviour 
 (1) 
 Switch to future-oriented 

product in last session 
Treatment  0.32*** 
 (0.03) 
Area fixed effects  Yes 
Adj. R-sq 0.16 
N 459 

Notes: Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. Standard 
errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the brothel level. * significant at 10%, ** 
significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%. Column reports relative differences between 
treatment and control in the last session of the training program. The dependent 
variable is a dummy that equals 1 if the participant chooses to overturn her past 
session choices (at least one of which was the present-oriented option Product 1) in 
favour of either Product 2 or 3, and zero otherwise.  

 
 
 

Table VIII: Program Impact on Saving Product Choices, by Baseline Shame 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
 Dummy=1 if Present-oriented Option Chosen 
Treatment -0.22*** -0.16*** -0.16*** -0.13** 0.07 
 (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.63) 
Treatment*Shame  -0.10* -0.09* -0.13** -0.13* 
  (0.05) (0.05) (0.06) (0.07) 
Shame  0.04 0.04 0.06 0.07 
  (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.05) 
Area fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Session fixed effects No No Yes Yes Yes 
Controls No No No Yes Yes 
Treatment*Controls No No No No Yes 
Adj. R-sq 0.09 0.09 0.15 0.15 0.15 
N 3304 3268 3268 3098 3098 
Notes: Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered 
at the brothel level. * significant at 10 percent, ** significant at 5 percent, *** significant at 1 percent. Columns 1-2 
report relative differences in choices made between treatment and control across all sessions of the training program, 
while columns 3-5 include session fixed effects in order to estimate the treatment effect within session. The dependent 
variable is a dummy which equals 1 if, in a session, the participant chooses present-oriented option Product 1 (payment 
is received as an injection to their current account with no withdrawal constraint) and 0 if she chooses either Product 2 
(payment is in the form of a fixed deposit with a higher interest rate but a 1 year maturity period) or Product 3 (same as 
Product 2 but the participant matches our payment with an equal amount herself). 

 
 
 

Table IX: Program Impact on Saving Product Choices, by NGO membership 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Sessions: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Treatment 0.18 0.10 0.13 -0.17 -0.50*** -0.52*** -0.55*** -0.30** 
 (0.13) (0.13) (0.11) (0.12) (0.09) (0.09) (0.10) (0.12) 
Treatment*NGO member  -0.12 -0.00 -0.08 -0.10 -0.00 0.03 0.08 -0.08 
 (0.12) (0.13) (0.11) (0.12) (0.09) (0.10) (0.10) (0.13) 
NGO member 0.08 0.03 0.01 0.08 0.04 0.01 -0.07 0.02 
 (0.10) (0.11) (0.09) (0.10) (0.07) (0.07) (0.06) (0.07) 
Area fixed effects  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Adj. R-sq 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.19 0.35 0.31 0.31 0.13 
N 445 429 431 424 409 391 393 360 
Notes: Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the brothel level. 
* significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%. Columns report differences in choices made between treatment and 
control during various sessions of the training program. The dependent variable is a dummy which equals 1 if the participant chooses 
present-oriented option Product 1 (payment is received as an injection to their current account with no withdrawal constraint) and 0 if she 
chooses either Product 2 (payment is in the form of a fixed deposit with a higher interest rate but a 1 year maturity period) or Product 3 
(same as Product 2 but the participant matches our payment with an equal amount herself). Membership of the NGO, Durbar, is measured 
at baseline. 
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Table X: Program Impact on Health-Seeking Behaviour 
 (1) (2) (3) 
 Health check-up 
Treatment 0.09** -0.00 0.10** 
 (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) 
Post  0.03  
  (0.05)  
Treatment*Post  0.08  
  (0.07)  
Health check-up at baseline   0.00 
   (0.04) 
Area fixed effects  Yes Yes Yes 
Control mean 0.79   
Adj. R-sq 0.01 0.01 0.01 
N 424 882 416 

Notes: Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. Standard errors, in 
parentheses, are clustered at the brothel level. * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, *** 
significant at 1%. Columns 1 reports relative differences between treatment and control using 
endline survey, column 2 uses differences-in-differences, and column 3 uses ANCOVA that 
controls for the baseline values of the outcome variable. The dependent variable is a dummy that 
equals 1 if the participant reports having visited a doctor at least once in the previous month, and 
zero otherwise. 

 
 
 

Table XI: Program Impact on Account Closures 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

 Dummy variable=1 if a/c closed: 
 Immediately 

after program  
Up to 12 months after 

program 
Up to 15 months after 

program  
Treatment -0.53*** -0.40*** -0.05 -0.52*** -0.53*** 
 (0.05) (0.06) (0.08) (0.06) (0.11) 
Area fixed effects  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Sample Full Full A/c still open 

immediately 
after program  

Full  A/c still open 
12 months 

after program  
Control mean 0.57 0.71 0.33 0.89 0.62 
Adj. R-sq 0.36 0.14 0.01 0.23 0.24 
N 349 349 283 349 202 
Notes: This table uses data from Kalighat and Chetla. Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. 
Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the brothel level. * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 
1%. Columns report relative differences between treatment and control at various points in time after the conclusion of the 
training program. The dependent variable in column 1 is a dummy that equals 1 if an account was closed immediately after 
the program ended, and zero otherwise. The dependent variables in columns 2-3 are dummy variables that capture if an 
account was closed up to 12 months after the program ended, while those in columns 4-5 capture if it was closed up to 15 
months after the program ended. 
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Table XII: Program Impact on Account Closures 15 months After Program, by 
Account Type 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 Dummy variable=1 if a/c closed up to15 months after program  
A/c type: Fixed Savings 

Treatment -0.53*** -0.62*** -0.52*** -0.50*** 
 (0.11) (0.18) (0.05) (0.10) 
Area fixed effects  Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Sample  Full  A/c still open 

12 months 
after program  

Full  A/c still open 12 
months after 

program  
Control mean 0.88 0.71 0.89 0.59 
Adj. R-sq 0.16 0.22 0.24 0.24 
N 121 80 228 122 

Notes: This table uses data from Kalighat and Chetla. Treatment indicates if individual was invited to 
training workshop. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the brothel level. * significant at 10%, 
** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%. Columns report relative differences between treatment and 
control 15 months after the conclusion of the training program. The dependent variable is a dummy that 
equals 1 if an account was closed up to 15 months after the program ended, and zero otherwise.  

 
 
 

Table XIII:  Program Impact on Account Balances 15 months After Program 
 (1) (2) 
 Final Balance 
Treatment 404.81*** 455.91*** 
 (122.49) (150.47) 
Area fixed effects  Yes Yes 
Controls  No Yes 
Control mean 95.56  
Adj. R-sq 0.01 0.00 
N 349 333 
Notes: Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. Standard errors, in 
parentheses, are clustered at the brothel level. * significant at 10 percent, ** significant at 5 percent, 
*** significant at 1 percent. The dependent variable is measured in current rupees. 
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Appendix

A Additional Figure and Tables
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Figure 3: Coefficients of Interactions of Treat*Session Dummy in Savings Product
Choice Regression, with Individual Fixed Effects
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Table A1: Program Impact on Proxies of Self-Image, with Baseline Controls 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
 Panel A: Endline Panel B: Diff-in-diff 
 Shame Ability to face 

challenges 
Self-
worth 

Comfort 
in public  

Shame Ability to face 
challenges 

Self-
worth 

Comfort 
in public  

Treatment -0.40*** 0.39*** 0.68*** 0.31*** -0.05 -0.01 0.06 -0.05 
 (0.04) (0.10) (0.04) (0.09) (0.05) (0.10) (0.04) (0.09) 
Post     -0.10* -0.10 0.08* -0.12 
     (0.05) (0.10) (0.04) (0.09) 
Treatment*Post     -0.35*** 0.48*** 0.62*** 0.41*** 
     (0.06) (0.13) (0.05) (0.12) 
Area fixed effects  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Controls  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Adj. R-sq 0.17 0.05 0.45 0.05 0.19 0.05 0.42 0.07 
N 405 412 410 412 844 848 845 848 
Notes: Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the brothel level. * significant at 
10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%. Columns 1-4 report differences between treatment and control using endline survey while columns 5-8 use 
differences-in-differences. See text in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 pp. 15-17 for details on the various dependent variables. Baseline controls include age, 
education, religion, marital status, whether or not has fixed client, contract, whether or not member of the NGO, whether or not has bank account and log of 
reported monthly income.  

 
 
 
Table A2: Program Impact on Other Psychological Outcomes, with Baseline Controls 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
 Panel A: Endline Panel B: Diff-in-diff 
 Happiness Aspiration Decision

-making 
Happiness Aspiration Decision

-making 
Treatment 0.10* 0.01 0.04 0.03 -0.03 0.04 
 (0.05) (0.04) (0.11) (0.05) (0.04) (0.09) 
Post    0.01 -0.00 0.12 
    (0.04) (0.03) (0.10) 
Treatment*Post    0.09 0.04 0.01 
    (0.07) (0.05) (0.14) 
Area fixed effects  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Controls  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Adj. R-sq -0.00 0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.04 0.00 
N 412 409 412 849 845 848 
Notes: Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at 
the brothel level. * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%. Columns 1-4 report differences between 
treatment and control using endline survey while columns 5-8 use differences-in-differences. See text in Sections 4.1.1 and 
4.1.2 pp. 15-17 for details on the various dependent variables. Baseline controls include age, education, religion, marital 
status, whether or not has fixed client, contract, whether or not member of the NGO, whether or not has bank account and 
log of reported monthly income.  
 
 
 
Table A3: Program Impact on Savings Product Choices, by Baseline Religion 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Sessions:  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Treatment 0.08 0.08 0.04 -0.23*** -0.50*** -0.50*** -0.48*** -0.35*** 
 (0.07) (0.07) (0.06) (0.05) (0.06) (0.05) (0.06) (0.06) 
Treat*Muslim -0.00 0.07 0.09 -0.10 -0.10 -0.03 -0.08 -0.12 
 (0.15) (0.15) (0.12) (0.11) (0.11) (0.12) (0.09) (0.11) 
Muslim 0.03 -0.03 -0.05 0.04 0.15 0.09 0.17** 0.18** 
 (0.12) (0.12) (0.10) (0.10) (0.10) (0.10) (0.07) (0.08) 
Adj. R-sq 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.20 0.36 0.31 0.32 0.14 
N 448 432 434 427 412 394 396 361 
Notes: Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the brothel level. * 
significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%. The dependent variable is a dummy which equals 1 if the participant chooses 
present-oriented option Product 1 (payment is received as an injection to their current account with no withdrawal constraint) and 0 if she 
chooses either Product 2 (payment is in the form of a fixed deposit with a higher interest rate but a 1 year maturity period) or Product 3 (same 
as Product 2 but the participant matches our payment with an equal amount herself).  
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Table A4: Program Impact on Saving Product Choices, by Baseline Contracts 
 (1) (2) (3) 
 Dummy=1 if Present-oriented Option Chosen 
Treatment -0.22*** -0.08 -0.08 
 (0.05) (0.10) (0.10) 
Treatment*Self-employed  -0.12 -0.12 
  (0.12) (0.11) 
Treatment*Flying  -0.20 -0.19 
  (0.12) (0.12) 
Self-employed  0.06 0.06 
  (0.11) (0.11) 
Flying  0.10 0.10 
  (0.11) (0.11) 
Area fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 
Session fixed effects No No Yes 
Adj. R-sq 0.09 0.09 0.15 
N 3304 3186 3186 
Notes: Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. Standard errors, in parentheses, are 
clustered at the brothel level. * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%. Columns 1-2 
report differences in choices made between treatment and control across all sessions of the training program, 
while columns 3 includes session fixed effects in order to estimate the treatment effect within session. The 
dependent variable is a dummy which equals 1 if the participant chooses present-oriented option Product 1 
(payment is received as an injection to their current account with no withdrawal constraint) and 0 if she 
chooses either Product 2 (payment is in the form of a fixed deposit with a higher interest rate but a 1 year 
maturity period) or Product 3 (same as Product 2 but the participant matches our payment with an equal 
amount. The omitted contract category is adhiya. 

 
 

Table A5: Program Impact on Proxies of Self-Image: ANCOVA Results 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 Shame Self-worth Ability to face 

challenges 
Comfort in 

public 
Treatment -0.40*** 0.68*** 0.43*** 0.30*** 
 (0.04) (0.04) (0.09) (0.09) 
Shame at baseline 0.03    
 (0.04)    
Self-worth at baseline  0.00   
  (0.05)   
Ability to face challenges at baseline   0.09  
   (0.06)  
Comfort in public at baseline    0.06 
    (0.06) 
Area fixed effects  Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Adj. R-sq 0.17 0.47 0.05 0.04 
N 424 429 429 429 
Notes: Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered 
at the brothel level. * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%. See text in Sections 4.1.1 and 
4.1.2 pp. 15-17 for details on the various dependent variables. 
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 Table A6: Program Impact on Other Psychological Outcomes: ANCOVA Results 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

T
a
b
l
e
  

Notes: Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. Standard errors, in parentheses, 
are clustered at the house level. * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%. See text 
in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 pp. 15-17 for details on the various dependent variables. 

 
 
 
Table A7: Program Impact on Various Outcomes: 
SUR Analysis 

 
Treatment 

Shame -0.42*** 
Self-worth 0.71*** 
Ability to face challenges 0.46*** 
Comfort in public  0.30*** 
Happiness 0.15*** 
Aspiration 0.04 
Decision-making 0.02 
Health check 0.10*** 
Joint test (p-value) 0.00 
Notes: SUR estimation of the impact of program on various 
psychological variables and health seeking behaviour, listed on 
the left. See text on page 16-17 for details on the various 
dependent variables. Treatment indicates if individual was invited 
to training workshop. * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, 
*** significant at 1%. The last row shows the joint significance of 
the coefficients from SUR estimation. 

 
  

 (1) (2) (3) 
 Happiness Aspiration Decision-

making 
Treatment 0.11** 0.03 0.05 
 (0.05) (0.04) (0.10) 
Happiness at baseline 0.03   
 (0.05)   
Aspiration at baseline  0.05  
  (0.04)  
Decision-making at baseline   -0.03 
   (0.06) 
Area fixed effects  Yes Yes Yes 
Adj. R-sq 0.01 0.01 -0.01 
N 430 426 429 
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Table A8: Adjusting for Multiple Hypothesis Testing using  
Anderson (2008) for Composite Summary Index 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Notes:  Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. 
Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the brothel level. * significant at 
10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%. Columns 1and 2 use differences-
in-differences. This table uses the method from Anderson (2008) to adjust for 
multiple hypothesis testing. “Combined index” is a composite psychological 
index constructed using all 7 psychological variables. See text in Sections 4.1.1 
and 4.1.2 pp. 15-17 for further details on these individual dependent variables. 

 
 
Table A9: Program Impact on Saving Product Choices, by USHA bank account 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Sessions: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Treatment 0.09 0.05 0.04 -0.26*** -0.51*** -0.46*** -0.49*** -0.33*** 
 (0.09) (0.09) (0.08) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.08) (0.07) 
Treatment*has USHA a/c -0.01 0.11 0.04 0.00 -0.00 -0.08 0.03 -0.09 
 (0.10) (0.11) (0.10) (0.08) (0.07) (0.08) (0.09) (0.08) 
Has USHA a/c 0.03 0.01 -0.02 0.00 0.02 0.07 -0.02 0.01 
 (0.07) (0.08) (0.08) (0.06) (0.06) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06) 
Area fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Adj. R-sq 0.00 0.02 0.07 0.19 0.35 0.31 0.31 0.14 
N 447 430 432 425 410 392 394 360 
Notes: Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the brothel level. * 
significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%. Columns report differences in choices made between treatment and control 
during various sessions of the training program. The dependent variable is a dummy which equals 1 if the participant chooses present-oriented 
option Product 1 (payment is received as an injection to their current account with no withdrawal constraint) and 0 if she chooses either Product 
2 (payment is in the form of a fixed deposit with a higher interest rate but a 1 year maturity period) or Product 3 (same as Product 2 but the 
participant matches our payment with an equal amount herself). Possession of bank account is measured at baseline. 
 
 
Table A10: Program Impact on Saving Product Choices, by Baseline Savings 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Sessions: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Treatment 0.07 0.02 -0.01 -0.30*** -0.53*** -0.46*** -0.51*** -0.33*** 
 (0.09) (0.09) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.07) (0.08) (0.08) 
Treatment*has savings 0.03 0.18 0.15 0.10 0.04 -0.09 0.06 -0.08 
 (0.10) (0.11) (0.10) (0.10) (0.09) (0.08) (0.09) (0.09) 
Has savings 0.00 -0.05 -0.10 -0.07 -0.04 0.06 -0.05 0.01 
 (0.08) (0.08) (0.09) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) 
Adj. R-sq 0.00 0.02 0.08 0.20 0.35 0.31 0.31 0.13 
N 448 432 434 427 412 394 396 361 
Notes: Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. The dependent variable is a dummy which equals 1 if the 
participant chooses present-biased option Product 1 (payment is received as an injection to their current account with no withdrawal 
constraint) and 0 if she chooses either Product 2 (payment is in the form of a fixed deposit with a higher interest rate but a 1 year maturity 
period) or Product 3 (same as Product 2 but the participant matches our payment with an equal amount herself). Standard errors, in 
parentheses, are clustered at the house level. * significant at 10 percent, ** significant at 5 percent, *** significant at 1 percent. “Has 
savings” is a binary variable measuring whether or not the individual had non-zero savings at baseline. 

 (1) (2) 
 Panel A: 

Endline 
Panel B: Diff-

in-diff 
 Combined 

index 
Combined 

index 
Treatment 0.31*** 0.03 
 (0.03) (0.03) 
Post  0.06* 
  (0.03) 
Treatment*Post  0.27*** 
  (0.04) 
Area fixed effects Yes  
Adj. R-sq 0.27 0.25 
N 406 851 
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Table A11: Program Impact on Saving Product Choices, by Location 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Sessions: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Treatment*Kalighat 0.05 0.11 0.29*** -0.13 -0.62*** -0.60*** -0.68*** -0.58*** 
 (0.11) (0.09) (0.08) (0.08) (0.10) (0.10) (0.07) (0.10) 
Treatment*Bowbazar 0.06 0.10 -0.04 -0.35*** -0.52*** -0.54*** -0.48*** -0.26*** 
 (0.10) (0.10) (0.10) (0.09) (0.09) (0.08) (0.09) (0.08) 
Treatment*Chetla 0.19 0.04 -0.02 -0.16** -0.32*** -0.19** -0.19 -0.44*** 
 (0.12) (0.10) (0.10) (0.08) (0.10) (0.09) (0.12) (0.16) 
Kalighat 0.14 0.00 -0.26*** -0.02 0.30** 0.31** 0.36*** 0.19 
 (0.13) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.14) (0.12) (0.12) (0.14) 
Bowbazar 0.19 0.11 0.25** 0.41*** 0.34*** 0.40*** 0.43*** -0.01 
 (0.12) (0.10) (0.11) (0.09) (0.12) (0.10) (0.13) (0.16) 
Constant 0.41*** 0.52*** 0.41*** 0.24*** 0.33*** 0.33*** 0.35*** 0.73*** 
 (0.09) (0.06) (0.08) (0.06) (0.10) (0.08) (0.11) (0.14) 
Adj. R-sq 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.21 0.36 0.33 0.34 0.15 
N 448 432 434 427 412 394 396 361 
Notes: Treatment indicates if individual was invited to training workshop. The dependent variable is a dummy which equals 1 if the participant 
chooses present-biased option Product 1 (payment is received as an injection to their current account with no withdrawal constraint) and 0 if she 
chooses either Product 2 (payment is in the form of a fixed deposit with a higher interest rate but a 1 year maturity period) or Product 3 (same as 
Product 2 but the participant matches our payment with an equal amount herself). Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the brothel level. * 
significant at 10 percent, ** significant at 5 percent, *** significant at 1 percent. 
 
 

Table A12: Summary Statistics - Individual Characteristics at Baseline, excluding 
Bowbazar 
 Control Treatment Difference 
Age (years) 34.10 32.98 1.12 
 (8.23) (7.72) [1.62] 
Muslim (%) 0.17 0.20 -0.03 
 (0.37) (0.40) [0.05] 
Low caste (%) 0.39 0.38 0.02 
 (0.49) (0.49) [0.05] 
Education (years) 2.43 1.92 0.51 
 (3.06) (3.10) [0.48] 
Has fixed client (%) 0.26 0.29 -0.03 
 (0.44) (0.46) [0.06] 
Years in profession 10.77 10.17 0.59 
 (9.23) (8.06) [1.39] 
Adhiya contract (%) 0.11 0.22 -0.11 
 (0.31) (0.41) [0.07] 
Self-employed contract (%) 0.64 0.56 0.07 
 (0.48) (0.50) [0.09] 
Flying contract (%) 0.25 0.22 0.04 
 (0.44) (0.41) [0.08] 
Rate per sex act (w/ condom, Rs.) 142.47 129.74 12.72 
 (159.87) (59.27) [16.10] 
Rate per sex act (w/o condom, Rs.) 248.75 175.00 73.75 
 (106.96) (35.36) [73.33] 
No. of customers per day 2.84 3.00 -0.16 
 (0.84) (1.16) [0.16] 
Monthly income (Rs.) 8283.41 9267.95 -984.53 
 (4167.96) (7544.67) [884.83] 
Uses condom (%) 1.00 1.00 0.00 
 (0.00) (0.00) [0.00] 
Member of Durbar (%) 0.82 0.81 0.01 
 (0.39) (0.39) [0.05] 
Has bank a/c (%) 0.58 0.57 0.01 
 (0.50) (0.50) [0.06] 
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Observations 84 150 . 
Notes: Standard deviations are in parentheses. Standard errors, clustered at the brothel level, are in brackets. * 
significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%. Default group for religion is Hindu and for caste 
is High Caste. Education refers to years of completed education. Adhiya contract implies that the sex worker is 
in a sharing contract where she splits her monthly earnings 50:50 with the landlady of the brothel. Self-
employed contract, the omitted group here, implies that the sex worker pays the landlady a fixed rent from her 
monthly earnings and keeps the rest for herself. Flying contract implies that the sex worker does not reside in the 
brothels but comes to work there from outside the red-light area. Bank account refers to having account with 
USHA, the NGO's banking arm. 

 
 

Table A13: Summary Statistics - Means of Key Dependent Variables at Baseline, 
excluding Bowbazar 
 Control Treatment Difference 
Shame (0/1) 0.65 0.56 0.09 
 (0.48) (0.50) [0.07] 
Self-worth (0/1) 0.12 0.17 -0.06 
 (0.33) (0.38) [0.04] 
Ability to face challenges raw score (0-1) 0.37 0.37 0.00 
 (0.24) (0.23) [0.04] 
Ability to face challenges z-score -0.27 -0.27 0.01 
 (0.98) (0.95) [0.14] 
Comfort in public raw score (0-1) 0.42 0.41 0.01 
 (0.27) (0.27) [0.03] 
Comfort in public z-score 0.02 0.00 0.02 
 (0.99) (1.00) [0.13]  
Happiness (0/1) 0.47 0.44 0.03 
 (0.50) (0.50) [0.08] 
Aspiration (0/1) 0.70 0.69 0.00 
 (0.46) (0.46) [0.07] 
Decision-making raw score (0-1) 0.77 0.79 -0.01 
 (0.14) (0.13) [0.02] 
Decision-making z-score -0.09 0.00 -0.09 
 (0.91) (0.89) [0.12] 
Frequent health check (0/1) 0.82 0.86 -0.04 
 (0.39) (0.34) [0.05] 
Observations 84 150 . 
Notes: Standard deviations are in parentheses. Standard errors, clustered at the brothel level, are in brackets. 
* significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%. See text in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 pp. 15-
17 for details on the various dependent variables. 
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B Formal Theoretical Model

Consider a three period world (t = 0, 1, 2) where an individual must make a decision

about an investment opportunity that presents itself today, at t = 0. This oppor-

tunity could be of a financial nature, or it could be related to skill development or

improving long-term health. A key feature is that the gain from this activity is de-

ferred to two periods from today, while the likelihood of realizing this gain depends

upon an individual’s ability to persist with this investment in the face of challenges,

in the interim period (t = 1). For simplicity, we will assume that she is sure to face

one or more such challenges next period (t = 1).

The action chosen by the individual (corresponding to the investment decision

at t = 0) is denoted by e ∈ {0, 1} that the individual chooses today (invest or

not). Self-image is modelled as a belief that an individual has about her own ability

to persist in the face of challenges and is indexed by α ∈ [0, 1]. We assume that

self-image depends entirely on a socially generated signal α̃ (i.e. α = α̃).

Choosing e = 1 commits a unit of initial resources (say wealth, or health) to the

investment opportunity and yields her a return (1+R) (R > 0) at t = 2 provided she

successfully perseveres against the period 1 challenge; otherwise, she simply ends up

where she started at t = 0 , i.e. with a return of 1. Thus, when she chooses e = 1,

her expected return from the investment, as a function of her beliefs at t = 0, is:

α̃(1 +R) + (1− α̃).

Individual utility has two components. The first component depends on the

returns from investment in wealth, skill or health described above; the utility from

material gains is represented by u(.).48 We call this component the material payoffs

of the individual.

There is a second belief-dependent component to individual utility, which cap-

tures the idea that individual actions result in psychological payoffs that reflect

whether or not the individual successfully perseveres in the face of adversity or fails

to do so. Formally, we consider v, an indicator function, elaborated as follows:

v =


0, if e = 0

B > 0, if e = 1 and w1 = w0(1 +R)

−C < 0, if e = 1 and w1 = w0

The weight that an individual attaches to this psychological component of utility,

π (α̃), is a decreasing function of α̃ ∈ [0, 1] with π(0) = 1 and π(1) = 0: the lower her

self-image, the higher is this weight The direct utility cost of failure is, for simplicity

of exposition, assumed to be a constant −C. The key point is that the lower her

48Although these returns are realized at t = 2, we assume no discounting of such later returns,
purely for simplicity of exposition.
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self-image, the higher is the utility cost associated with the ‘fear of failure’.

When the individual chooses e = 0, the utility of the individual is belief inde-

pendent and simply depends on the initial endowment of the individual given by

U0 = u(w0).

Given the features of a person’s utility, her ex-ante utility when she is chooses

to invest (e = 1) is:

U1(α̃) ≡ α̃u(w0(1 +R)) + (1− α̃)u(w0) + π(α̃)[α̃B − (1− α̃)C]

In the above set of expressions, note that a person’s utility level is lower when she

chooses to invest but fails to achieve her goal, than when she chooses not to invest

at all. The case where v = −C captures her disappointment that her final outcome

does not live up to her (higher) expectations. When α̃ is low in value, (so that π(α̃)

is close to one) this leads to a ‘fear of failure’, especially among those with a low self-

image, who may therefore choose not to invest at all – despite the higher expected

material returns from investment. Of course, a person who chooses to invest (e = 1)

at t = 0 and manages to persevere in the face of the period 1 challenge ends up at

the highest possible utility level and an associated ego boost, above those who don’t

invest as well as those who invest at t = 0 and do not overcome this challenge.

Taking these various possible outcome scenarios into account, in a world with

discrete effort (action) choices, a person will therefore choose to invest in this op-

portunity (e = 1) iff U1(α̃) ≥ U0 = u(w0) i.e.

α̃u(w0(1 +R)) + (1− α̃)u(w0) + π(α̃)[α̃B − (1− α̃)C] ≥ u(w0)

The following result summarizes the key features of the model:

Result. Assume that − π(α̃)
α̃π(α̃)

> 1. Then, U1(α̃) is an increasing, continuous

function of α̃. Therefore, there exists a threshold level of personal adequacy in

one’s self-image α, 0 < α < 1, such that when α̃ ≥ α, e = 1 and when α̃ < α,

e = 0. Moreover, if B < C and π′′(α̃) < 0, for values of α̃ in the vicinity of 0,

U ′′
1 (α̃) > 0, a convex function.

Proof. By computation, it follows that

∂U1(α̃)

∂α̃
= u(w0(1 +R))− u(w0) + [π′(α̃)α̃ + π(α̃)] [B + C]− π′(α̃)C,

∂2U1(α̃)

∂α̃2
= π′′(α̃)[α̃B − (1− α̃)C] + 2π′(α̃)(B − C)

As B,C > 0 and π′(α̃) < 0, it follows that ∂U1(α̃)
∂α̃

> 0 as long as [π′(α̃)α̃+ π(α̃)] > 0

which is equivalent to requiring that − π(α̃)
α̃π(α̃)

> 1. As U1(0) < U0 < U1(1), it

follows that there exists a threshold level of personal adequacy in one’s self-image
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α,0 < α < 1, such that when α̃ ≥ α the individual with a high social signal will

choose to invest (e = 1), but those whose self-image falls short of this threshold

(the discriminated individual with a low self-image) will not (e = 0). Moreover, as

π′(α̃) < 0, 2π′(α̃)(B − C) ≥ 0 as long as B < C. Further, when α̃ is close enough

to zero, α̃B − (1− α̃)C < 0, so that π′′(α̃)[α̃B − (1− α̃)C] > 0 if π′′(α̃) < 0. Then,
∂2U1(α̃)
∂α̃2 ≥ 0 for α̃ close enough to zero. �

The condition that − π(α̃)
α̃π(α̃)

> 1 is a restriction on the elasticity of the weight

(attached to psychological payoffs) with respect to self-image. The requirement that

π(α̃) has a elasticity greater than one (the weight attached to psychological payoffs is

very responsive to small changes in self-image) ensures that there is complementarity

between self-image α̃ and action taken at t = 0. It also implies that the single-

crossing condition referred to in the main body of the paper is satisfied. Another

implication of this condition is that U1(α̃) is convex in α̃ for values of α̃ in the

vicinity of zero. Hence, for a small change in self-image, the marginal benefit of

investing is highest for those individuals with the lowest initial self-image.

Note that so far we have considered the case where the person takes her self-

image α̃ as given (e.g. since it is a function of her social position alone) and chooses

action e. We could extend this by considering the plausible scenario where effort

e and self-image α̃ are required to be mutually consistent. In other words, the

action chosen by the person also affects her self-image (e.g. “I invest, hence I’m a

person who takes charge of her life) through the realized outcome. Then, our stylized

model leads to multiple equilibria49, where (e = 1, α̃ = αH) is one possible self-fulling

outcome and (e = 0, α̃ = αL) is the other. Notice that [0, α) is the basin of attraction

for the welfare dominated equilibrium (e = 0, α̃ = αL) and (α, 1] is the basin of

attraction for the welfare optimal equilibrium (e = 1, α̃ = αH). Therefore, whenever

the initial social signal is α̃ ∈ [0, α) (respectively, α̃ ∈ (α, 1]) then the individual

converges on the welfare dominated (respectively, welfare optimal) equilibrium.50

The welfare dominated self-fulfilling scenario can be interpreted as corresponding

to the notion of self-fulfilling pessimism described by Loury (1999) justifying to

statistical discrimination.

49The multiple equilibria feature of the stylized model recalls a simillar feature for the Bravery
Game (introduced in ?) where the preferences of the only active player depends on the beliefs of
the other player.

50The welfare dominated equilibrium is a particular instance of a personal equilibrium (?) or a
self-fulfilling mistake (?).
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Figure 4: Individual’s expected utility from the two choices available at period 
𝑡 = 0, 𝑒 = 0 and 𝑒 = 1: 𝑈! and 𝑈!(𝛼).  
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